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1A.1 INTRODUCTION

(a) The following Negation Action Plan (the Plan) provides requirements and guidance to
ensure negation of potential foreign ownership, control or domination (FOCD) over the
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) Unit 3 licenses held by Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear
Project, LLC and UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC. This Plan implements measures to
fully negate FOCD with respect to matters involving the nuclear safety, security, and
reliability of CCNPP Unit 3 throughout the design, construction and operation of CCNPP Unit
3. The same measures negate potential foreign influence.

(b) The Plan describes the controls implemented to assure that the governance of UniStar
Nuclear Energy, LLC (UNE) and the licensed activities undertaken by Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear
Project, LLC and UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC are not subject to FOCD within the
meaning 10 CFR 50.38 and Section 103.d of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(Section 103.d of the Act).

(c) This Plan has been developed using the guidance provided by the NRC's "Final Standard
Review Plan on Foreign Ownership, Control, or Domination," 64 FR 52355 (September 28,
1999) (FOCD SRP). Defense-in-depth is provided through a number of measures in order to
ensure that there is U.S. control over matters relating to nuclear safety, security and
reliability, including most significantly the UNE security programs and UNE safety programs,
including Quality Assurance. These measures effectively negate the risk that UNE's foreign
owned parent companies might exercise control, domination, or influence over matters that
are required to be under U.S. control pursuant to the terms of 10 CFR 50.38 and Section
103.d of the Act.

(d) UNE owns and controls both UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC and Calvert Cliffs 3
Nuclear Project, LLC, as well as intermediary subsidiaries and other UNE subsidiaries
involved in the development of CCNPP Unit 3. UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC is
responsible for the operation of CCNPP Unit 3. Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, IC owns
CCNPP Unit 3 and is responsible for providing the funding for construction, operation and
decommissioning of CCNPP Unit 3.

(e) The negation measures are implemented primarily through the terms of the Second
Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of UniStar Nuclear Energy,
LLC (the UNE LLC Agreement) dated as of November 3, 2010. Additional requirements and
further details regarding implementation of the negation measures are included in this Plan.
These measures flow through to the actions of the licensee subsidiaries, which are subject
to the ultimate control and direction of UNE. Each licensee subsidiary and intermediary
subsidiary is a limited liability company managed by its members (in the case of Calvert
Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC) or its member (in the case of all other subsidiaries), and not a
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Board, with the effect that UNE personnel are responsible for managing the affairs of the
licensee subsidiaries.

(f) The terms of the UNE LLC Agreement provide that a Security Subcommittee of the UNE
Board has the exclusive right to exercise the Board's authority over the matters that are
required to be under U.S. control. The Security Subcommittee is made up of U.S. citizens,
the majority of whom must be independent directors, who are not employed by UNE, its
parent companies or any of their affiliates. In addition, a Nuclear Advisory Committee
(NAC), that is made up of a group of independent U.S. citizens who are experienced in
national security and nuclear safety matters, provide an oversight function to advise UNE
regarding its ongoing compliance with the FOCD restrictions imposed by U.S. law and NRC
regulation. If necessary, the NAC can alert the U.S. Government regarding issues involving
potential non-compliance with the applicable requirements.

(g) UNE's security programs, including its Safeguards Information Program, assure that only
authorized persons are provided access to security related information in accordance with
applicable program requirements, and this Plan provides measures to assure that
interpretation and implementation of those program requirements are administered under
U.S. control. UNE does not possess or control access to restricted data or classified national
security information. Rather, it has certain personnel who have obtained security
clearances through the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. These personnel provide
contract services to UNE, and they have obtained their security clearances through their
employer companies. Thus, to the extent that these personnel may possess or control any
restricted data or classified national security information now or in the future, they do so or
would do so subject to the requirements of security programs controlled by their employer
companies and not controlled by UNE. UNE will not interfere with the administration of
such programs by other companies, and UNE will require that its personnel comply with all
applicable requirements relating to such information.

(h) Upon acceptance of this Plan, by the NRC, changes to this Plan may only be made upon the
recommendation of UNE's Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and approval of the UNE Security
Subcommittee. However, any proposed change that would result in a decrease in the
effectiveness of this Plan will not be implemented without the prior approval of the NRC.
This Plan also will be subject to the reporting requirements applicable to the FSAR.

(i) Certain FOCD negation measures described in this Plan have been implemented in the UNE
LLC Agreement, because it provides for the governance of UNE. UNE will notify NRC prior to
implementing any material changes to the FOCD negation measures in the UNE LLC
Agreement.
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1.A.2 GOVERNANCE OF UNISTAR NUCLEAR ENERGY, LLC

(a) UNE is a single-member limited liability company, owned by EDF Inc., which is a Delaware
corporation (formerly known as EDF Development, Inc.). EDF Inc. is a wholly owned
subsidiary of EDF International, S.A., which in turn is wholly owned by Ilectricit6 de France,
S.A. (EDF). EDF is a Soci6t6 Anonyme organized under the laws of France and is governed by
a Board of Directors. EDF is a public company listed on the NYSE-Euronext Paris stock
exchange. As of J•:anuy 1, 2O December 31, 2011, the French State held approximately
84.5 percent of the shares of EDF and is the only shareholder with an interest greater than 5
percent. It holds its shares through the Agence des Participations de I'Etat (APE), the French

Government Shareholding Agency within the French Ministry of Economy. Members of the

public, including institutional investors and individual shareholders, own approximately 13.1
percent of EDF's shares, while employees own approximately 2.4 percent.

1.A.2.1 UNE Board of Directors

(a) The business and affairs of UNE are and will be managed under the direction of a Board of
Directors (Board), consisting of eight directors (including a director to act as Chairman), who

are appointed by EDF Inc. The Chairman presides over the meetings of the Board, and in his
absence, the CEO presides over Board meetings and otherwise fulfills the functions of the
Chairman. The Chairman, and anyone acting for the Chairman, must be a U.S. citizen. All

directors are appointed for a one year term, ending January 31 of each calendar year!
provided, however that if any director is not reappointed or replaced at the end of such

director's term, such director shall continue in office until such time as EDF Inc. appoints or
reappoints a sufficient number of directors to constitute a quorum. H.u ccwr, dercctore

Directors may be reappointed year after year.

(b) The UNE LLC Agreement also provides that two of eight directors appointed must be
independent directors, who are U.S. citizens. These directors are independent because they
may not be officers or employees of UNE, or EDF Inc. or any of its affiliated companies, and

neither the directors nor their immediate family members have a material relationship with

UNE or its parent companies, such as by being an executive officer or employee, by
receiving pension benefits or other compensation for prior service, or by being an executive

officer of another company that receives significant revenue from UNE or its affiliates. In

accordance with generally accepted practices, the independent directors receive

compensation from UNE for their services as directors.

(c) If any independent director acquires any material ownership or other economic interest in
EDF or its affiliated companies, this will be reported to UNE and to the NRC. It is possible

that independent directors may have investment holdings such as in mutual funds or other
similar types of pooled investments that themselves may make a wide range of investments

that could include investments in issuances of EDF. Given the impracticality of monitoring
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and/or limiting such investments, it is UNE's intention that such investments would not be
considered "material." Direct holdings in securities, bonds or other issuances of EDF or its
affiliates would be considered material and reportable.

(d) Significantly, the Chairman and the two independent U.S. citizen directors serve on a
Security Subcommittee, which has been assigned "exclusive authority" to vote upon and
decide for the Board matters relating to nuclear safety, security or reliability. The details of
this authority are described further below in Section 2.2 of this Plan.

(e) The Board has reserved authority for itself to decide various matters, notwithstanding any
delegations of authority to the CEO and other officers. Ordinarily, the Board as a whole
would decide these matters which are listed in Section 3.1(g) of the UNE LLC Agreement.
However, this reserved authority is itself subject and subordinate to the exclusive authority
of the Security Subcommittee. Thus, if U.S. control must be exercised over a Section 3.1(g)
matter, such matter would be decided by the Security Subcommittee.

(f) The Board also has delegated significant authority to the CEO, and the details of this
authority are described further below in Section 2.3 of this Plan. It also benefits from the
advice and oversight of the members of the Nuclear Advisory Committee, who have
substantial expertise in national security and nuclear safety matters, the details of which
are described further below in Section 2.4 of this Plan.

1.A.2.2 Security Subcommittee

(a) The UNE LLC Agreement provides for a broad delegation of exclusive authority to the
Security Subcommittee, in order to assure that the U.S. citizen directors, including the
Security Subcommittee's majority of independent directors, have the ultimate authority to
make the corporate decisions for UNE regarding: (1) any matter that is to be brought
before the Board, where U.S. legal and regulatory requirements direct that the matter must
be decided under U.S. control ; or (2) any matter that ordinarily might be decided by
corporate officers, but where there is a concern that decision-making regarding the matter
may be subject to foreign control or influence, and U.S. legal and regulatory requirements
direct that the matter must be decided under U.S. control. The Board and Security
Subcommittee delegate authority over the day-to-day management of the affairs of UNE to
its executive personnel. However, as discussed further below, the UNE governance is
structured to ensure that the required U.S. control over matters of safety, security and
reliability are not circumvented by having such issues decided without consultation with
and oversight by the Security Subcommittee, whenever necessary.

(b) Section 3.1(d)(iii) of the LINE LLC Agreement provides that the Security Subcommittee has
and shall exercise the exclusive authority of the Board to vote and decide the following
matters:
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A. Any matter that, in view of U.S. laws or regulations, requires or makes it reasonably necessary to
assure U.S. control;

B. Any matter relating to nuclear safety, security or reliability, including, but not limited to, the
following matters:

1) Implementation or compliance with any NRC generic letter, bulletin, order, confirmatory
order or similar requirement issued by the NRC;

2) Prevention or mitigation of a nuclear event or incident or the unauthorized release of
radioactive material;

3) Placement or restoration of the plant in a safe condition following any nuclear event or
incident;

4) Compliance with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (as in effect from time to time), the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 (as in effect from time to time), or any NRC rule;

5) The obtaining of, or compliance with, a specific license issued by the NRC and its
technical specifications;

6) Conformance with a specific Final Safety Analysis Report, or other licensing basis
document; and

7) Implementation of security plans and procedures, control of security information,
control of special nuclear material, administration of access to controlled security
information, and compliance with government clearance requirements regarding access
to restricted data;

C. Any other issue reasonably determined by a majority of the members of the Security
Subcommittee in office, in their prudent exercise of discretion, to be an exigent nuclear safety,
security or reliability issue; and

D. Appointment of any successor CEO of the Company and, if one is appointed, Chief Nuclear
Officer of the Company, in each case as nominated by the Board.

(c) The provisions of Section 3.1(d)(iii)(C) make clear that this broad authority includes the
authority for the Security Subcommittee to decide that a matter involves an issue that must
be decided under U.S. control and therefore must be brought before and decided by the
Security Subcommittee.

(d) In order to assure that control would be exercised by U.S. citizens who are independent
from EDF Inc. and its affiliated companies, Section 3.1(d)(iv) of the UNE LLC Agreement
provides that the attendance and participation of the two independent U.S. citizen directors
is required to constitute the required quorum for the Security Subcommittee to conduct

business.
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(e) The ordinary affairs of UNE are managed day-to-day by the company's executive personnel
and managers and supervisors. The Board and the Security Subcommittee have delegated
authority to the company's executive personnel, but such delegation is subject to
limitations including the ultimate authority of the Board and the Security Subcommittee to
make decisions for UNE when necessary. In order to assure that such day-to-day issues do
not fall subject to FOCD in a way that would circumvent the intended U.S. control and
authority of the Security Subcommittee, the UNE LLC Agreement provides for a variety of
mechanisms by which such issues could be raised and put before the Security
Subcommittee, if necessary. Section 3.1(d)(v) of the UNE LLC Agreement provides that a
Special Meeting of the Security Subcommittee shall be conducted where a request is made
that a matter be considered by the Security Subcommittee. Such a request (requiring a
Special Meeting for consideration of the matter) may be made by: (A) the CEO; (B) any
member of the Security Subcommittee; (C) the NAC; or (D) the Board.

(f) Thus, if a circumstance were to arise where an officer or manager had questions about
potential foreign control, domination or influence over a matter, the issue could simply be
raised within the UNE organization for further review and consideration. Ultimately, the
CEO would be in a position to assess whether the matter was being properly decided free
from any inappropriate foreign control, domination or influence, or if the concern should be
referred so that the matter would be brought before the Security Subcommittee. The CEO's
role in this regard is described further below in Section 2.3.

(g) In order to underscore the special role undertaken by the Security Subcommittee, the UNE
LLC Agreement provides that each member execute a certificate acknowledging the
protective measures undertaken by UNE, as reflected in this Plan. The certificate provides
as follows:

By execution of this Certificate, I acknowledge the protective measures that have been
taken by UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC ("UNE") in order to protect against and negate the
potential of any foreign ownership, control or domination of UNE within the meaning of Section
103 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, through my duties as a member of the
Security Subcommittee provided for in Section 3.1(d) of the Second Amended and Restated
Limited Liability Company Agreement dated as of November 3, 2010 (the "Agreement") and
pursuant to the negation action plan submitted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in March,
2012, as Chapter 1.0, Appendix 1A of the FSAR (the "Negation Action Plan", and together with
Section 3.1(d) of the Agreement, the "Protective Measures").

I further acknowledge that the United States Government has placed its reliance on me
as a United States citizen to exercise all of the responsibilities provided for in the Protective
Measures to assure that members of the UNE Board of Directors, the officers of UNE, and the
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employees of UNE comply with the Protective Measures and to assure that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission is advised of any violation of, attempt to violate, or attempt to

circumvent any of the Protective Measures, of which I am aware.

By e..e.ut.o of this Certificat., ! aecknowl.dgc the protectie -"eaSU"es that

hav~e bcen taken by UniStar Nuclear Energy LLC (!IýN) through adoptiOn ad
implementatien of the provizienz of Scetion 341(d) ef its Secend Amfended and Restated
Limited Liability company Agrzcment datced aaz o~f INovcFmber 3, 2010("rcmn) i
ordcr tW prOteet againzt and negate the potential of any forcign ownerzhip, con~tro

domintion f UINE within the mzeaning of Scction 103 of the Atemic Energy Act of 1954,

1 further aelknowlcdge that the UnitzPd- Statzz-r. GovzyPrnRMznt has plaeed itS rcliancz
On mcP az a UIte StA atc; ciAMtize to ewcrcize all of the responsibilities provided for in
Section 3.4(d) of the Agrcemcnt; to assureP that rnemberz of the U411 Board of
Direterz, the effieers of UNE, and the ernployccz of UNE comply with the prOViziAnz of
the SectionA 324(d) of the Afreement; and to azz-urc that- the MUCCI-ar- R~egulatory
CORAmISSB sio -~advised of -any violation of-, attempt to violate, Or attempt to eiFEUmv~ent
any of the Previsions of Section 341(d) of the Agrzement. of whicsh 1 am aWare.

(h) Each of the current members of the Security Subcommittee has executed the required
certificate. In addition, the terms of the UNE LLC Agreement provided in Section 3.1(d)(i)
that the CEO would exercise the authority of the Security Subcommittee during an interim
period that began on November 3, 2010. The CEO at that time, George Vanderheyden,
therefore executed a certificate s-bsta•taia4y.similar to the certificates executed by the
members of the Security Subcommittee, and he was delegated with the authority of the
Security Subcommittee until the independent directors were appointed and Security
Subcommittee held its first meeting on December 3, 2010. Although the CEO is not a
member of the Security Subcommittee, under this Plan UNE has, and will, require that any
successor CEO also executes a similar certificate acknowledging the CEO's special role and
special duties to the U.S. government regarding FOCD matters.

1.A.2.3 Executive Personnel

(a) The CEO of UNE is nominated by the Board, but both the CEO and Chief Nuclear Officer
(CNO) must be approved by the Security Subcommittee in accordance Section 3.1(d)(iii)(D)
of the LLC Agreement. The CEO, and anyone acting for the CEO, must be a U.S. citizen. The
CEO may be, but need not be, a director. Currently, the CEO is the CNO, and therefore, the
CNO is a U.S. citizen. In the future, if the CNO were a person other than the CEO, this Plan
requires that the CNO also be a U.S. citizen.
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(b) Section 3.2(b) of the UNE LLC Agreement provides that, subject to the control of the Board,
the CEO "shall have general charge and control of all [of UNE's] business and affairs and
shall have all the powers and shall perform all of the duties incident to the office of CEO."
To the extent authority regarding the affairs of UNE is further delegated by the Board to the
CEO and other executive personnel, the CEO assures that U.S. control is maintained over
nuclear safety, security and reliability issues. UNE programs governing security issues,
safeguards information, or access to security information are overseen by U.S. citizen
managers who report to the CEO. Access and participation in these programs by foreign
persons are only be permitted in full compliance with all program requirements, and
oversight of these programs and determinations regarding such requirements are and will
be subject to U.S. authority and control, because the CEO exercises management authority
over such programs, subject only to the ultimate authority of the Security Subcommittee.

(c) In addition, the CNO ensures U.S. control and oversight of nuclear safety issues through
control of the Quality Assurance (QA) Program. Currently, the CEO and CNO are the same
person. If the CNO were a different person, the CNO would report directly to and be
responsible to the CEO. Through QA audits UNE assures that contractors and
subcontractors to it and its subsidiaries conduct nuclear safety related activities in
accordance with the QA Program, without regard to whether such activities are undertaken
by U.S. citizens or by foreign persons, and without regard to whether such activities are
performed within the United States or in another country. The requirements of the QA
Program assure that all activities are performed consistent with U.S. requirements imposed
upon a licensee or applicant for a license. The QA Program also governs activities internal
to UNE and its subsidiaries or affiliates. As such, overall control of the QA Program and
imposition of QA Program requirements as required by U.S. law and regulation assures that
ultimate U.S. control over nuclear safety is maintained without regard to where activities
are performed or who performs them.

(d) In the event that any foreign control, domination or influence may be exercised with the
potential to disrupt this U.S. control over nuclear safety, security and reliability issues, the
CEO would assure U.S. control by taking one or more of the following actions: (1) raising
the U.S. control issue with the foreign persons involved and resolving the matter to the
satisfaction of the CEO; (2) consulting with the NAC to obtain advice regarding whether or
not U.S. control is required and, if so, regarding the appropriate options to consider for
resolving the matter consistent with the requirements of the U.S. government; and
(3) referring the matter for resolution by the Security Subcommittee. If a matter is referred
to the Security Subcommittee by the NAC or the CEO, Section 3.1(d)(v) of the UNE LLC
Agreement requires that the Security Subcommittee conduct a special meeting to consider
the matter. It is expected that the Security Subcommittee would first decide whether or
not the matter is one that must be decided under U.S. control and, if so, the Security
Subcommittee would vote and decide the matter for the UNE Board.
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(e) The CEO and certain other UNE personnel currently maintain security clearances with the
U.S. government, which authorize their access to certain classified national security
information under certain circumstances. These security clearances are maintained through
other companies, which maintain and control their existing programs to assure compliance
with applicable U.S. security requirements and restrict access to such information to only
those persons who have been specifically cleared by the U.S. government. The actions of
the personnel involved and possession and control of such classified information is
controlled by such other companies and their applicable programs. These programs are not
controlled by UNE, but rather the companies that control these programs are subject to
ongoing oversight by the U.S. government regarding control of these programs free from
foreign control, domination or influence. UNE will assure that its personnel comply with all
applicable requirements, and it will not provide any direction to its personnel that conflict
with their applicable obligations to other companies and their programs regarding such
classified information.

(f) In the future, if it becomes necessary or desirable for UNE to maintain its own independent
Facility Security Clearance for purposes of governing security clearances to be issued to UNE
personnel, UNE would undergo appropriate security reviews prior to being given control (as
a corporation) over restricted data or classified national security information. UNE would
comply with the requirements of the National Industrial Security Operating Manual,
DoD 5220.22-M (February 28, 2006), including the specific applicable requirements relating
to foreign ownership, control and influence (FOCI) and submission of the required
"Certificate Regarding Foreign Interests" using Standard Form 328 (SF 328). Currently,
however, UNE does not exercise any control over access to restricted data or classified
national security information.

1.A.2.4 Nuclear Advisory Committee

(a) Since December 2005, UNE and its subsidiaries have benefitted from the oversight of the
Nuclear Advisory Board, which was renamed the Nuclear Advisory Committee ("NAC") in
November 2010. The NAC members serve in a non-voting capacity to provide transparency
to the NRC and other U.S. governmental authorities regarding FOCD matters impacting
UNE. The NAC members serve two year terms and may be reappointed by the Board. In
addition to routine advice, the NAC members prepare an annual report to the Board
advising on whether UNE is subject to FOCD and whether the Security Subcommittee has
been able to exercise its decision-making authority. The NAC also advises whether
additional measures should be taken to ensure that UNE and its subsidiaries are in
compliance with U.S. laws and regulations regarding FOCD. These reports are available for
inspection by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
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(b) UNE has adopted a Charter for the NAC, and the Charter itself has been reviewed from time
to time to include revisions and improvements upon the advice of the NAC. The principal
purposes of the NAC are to:

Provide transparency to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and other U.S.
government authorities regarding the implementation of the provisions of
Section 3.1(d) of UNE LILC Agreement providing for authority of the Security
Subcommittee over certain matters in order to protect against and negate the
potential for any foreign ownership, control or domination of UNE within the
meaning of Section 103 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended.

Advise and make recommendations to the Board whether measures additional
to those already in place should be taken to ensure that: (i) UNE is in compliance
with U.S. laws and regulations regarding foreign ownership, control, domination
or influence including those related to non-proliferation and fuel cycle matters,
and (ii) action by a foreign government or foreign corporation could not
adversely affect or interfere with the reliable and safe operations of the nuclear
assets of the UNE, its subsidiaries, and affiliates ("(i)" and "(ii)" collectively, the
"FOCD Matters"), and to provide reports and supporting documentation to the
Board relating to such FOCD Matters on at least an annual basis, no later than
November 30 of each year.

(c) The NAC provides ongoing independent assessment of FOCD matters and provides advice to
the CEO and the Board regarding FOCD matters. The NAC is available for consultations with
the CEO or Security Subcommittee members at any time. However, the NAC also conducts
regularly scheduled meetings not less frequently than quarterly.

(d) As of January 1, 2011, the members of the NAC, all of whom are U.S citizens serving two
year terms that commenced on January 1, 2011, are as follows:

John Gordon (Chairman)
James K. Asseltine
Richard A. Meserve
John J. Hamre
Robert I. Hanfling

(e) The NAC members have substantial expertise in national security and nuclear safety matters
are a valuable resource to UNE and its senior management in assuring compliance with
FOCD requirements. In addition, the same members of the NAC also serve as a NAC for
CENG and bring this experience as an additional benefit to the NAC functions for UNE.

1A.3 SUMMARY
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(a) This Plan includes a robust set of mechanisms that provide defense-in-depth to assure that
UNE and its licensee subsidiaries are governed through U.S. control over nuclear safety,
security and reliability matters, so that no such entity either is or is expected in the future to
be under FOCD within the meaning of 10 CFR 50.38 and Section 103.d of the Act. Under the
terms of the UNE LLC Agreement, the ultimate decision-making authority of UNE regarding
nuclear safety, security and reliability matters has been delegated to the Security
Subcommittee, which itself is controlled by independent U.S. citizen directors.

(b) Recognizing that day-to-day decision-making is delegated to executive personnel, the Plan
contemplates that a U.S. citizen CEO will assure U.S. control over matters that require U.S.
control. The Plan includes a requirement that the CEO acknowledge a special duty to the
U.S. government. In addition, the appointment of any successor CEO must be approved by
the Security Subcommittee, which provides additional assurance that the CEO will function
as part of the team of U.S. citizens exercising a special duty to the U.S. government to
assure compliance with respect to FOCD matters. Significantly, the CEO has access to the
expert advice and resources of the NAC and has been given specific authority to refer a
matter to the Security Subcommittee, requiring that Security Subcommittee consider the
matter in a Special Meeting. This assures that even though matters may be delegated to
executive personnel, influence over delegated matters cannot be used to circumvent the
requirement for U.S. control and the ultimate authority of the Security Subcommittee.

(c) Finally, the NAC performs an ongoing monitoring function to assess FOCD issues and surface
any potential concerns regarding FOCD matters. In addition, the expert resources of the
NAC provide a pathway for continuous enhancement and improvement of the mechanisms
to assure that any potential inappropriate FOCD is negated. This ongoing role provides
further assurance that the required U.S. control of UNE and of the NRC licenses is
maintained consistent with the provisions of 10 CFR 50.38 and Section 103.d of the Act.
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1A.4 IMPLEMENTING DOCUMENTS

4.1 Calvert Cliff Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3, Negation Action Plan, dated Mflua
2O44March 2012.

4.2 Calvert Cliff Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3, COLA Part 1 - Administrative and
Financial Information, Section 1.4

4.3 Calvert Cliff Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3, COLA Part 2, FSAR, Section 1.4.1
4.4 Second Amended and Restated Limited Liability Company Agreement of UniStar

Nuclear Energy, LLC, dated as of November 3, 2010.

4.5 First Amended and Restated Charter, Independent Nuclear Advisory Committee,
UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC, approved December 14, 2010

4.6 Certificates of Steve Wolfram, Bruce Mallett, Neil Todreas, and Geerge
V,-.rhE-fheydRG reRory Gibson
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Supplemental Response to NRC Request for Additional Information 281,
Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Unit 3,

COLA Part 2, Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 13,
Sections 13.1, 13.5, and 13.7
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FINAL SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

CHAPTER 13

CONDUCT OFOF OPERATIONS

CCNPP Unit 3 © 2007-2012 UniStar Nuclear Services, LLC. All rights reserved.
COPYRIGHT PROTECTED

Supp Response
to RAI 281
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FSR hpe 13. Pag 3.......

13.1 ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE OF APPLICANT

This section of the U.S. EPR FSAR is incorporated by reference with the following supplements.

The U.S. EPR FSAR includes the following COL Item in Section 13.1:

A COL applicant that references the U.S. EPR design certification will provide
site-specific information for management, technical support and operating
organizations. The operating organization describes the structure, functions and
responsibilities established to operate and maintain the plant.

This COL Item is addressed as follows:

The organizational structure, functional responsibilities, and levels of authority and interfaces
are described in the following sections including the offsite and onsite functions.

Implementing documents assign more specific responsibilities and duties, and define the
organizational interfaces involved in conducting activities and duties.

The organizational structure is consistent with the Human System Interface (HSI) design
assumptions used in the design of the U.S. EPR as described in the U.S. EPR FSAR Chapter 18.

Sections 13.1.1 through 13.1.4 are added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

13.1.1 Management and Technical Support Organization I
(Cakcrt Cliff 3 NUdcear Project-, LLC, is a Delawarc limiteel liability Eempany develeping the
Cak'crt Cliffs NUdcear Pewer Plant Unit 3 (CCNPP Unit 3). UniStar NUElzar Operating SeFriccs;
LLC will scrve as the oper-ateF of CCNPP Unit 3 and is the Operater Licensee.

fEach of the organizations involved in the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3 Nu-eear
Pejeb, LLC-(CCNPP Unit 3) proiect have excellent reputations in the power industry and
UniStar NU.lear Op,, atilllg Se.•.• c.s, LLC are .wn.d by UniStar Nu,,,ar have significant
commercial nuclear power experience. UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC (UN-)(NE) is stfategiE
joint venturc between Constellation Energy Group, InE. (CEG) (50 pcrcznt) and owned by EDF
Inc., which is an indirect subsidiary (through E.D.F. International S.A.) of _lectricitL de FresEe
i.ter.atien4-.France S. A. (EDF) (50 prc.cnt,. (ED)F. Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC, as the
owner and licensee, will develop and operate CCNPP Unit 3 through contractual relationships
with UNE and its affihates.-other subsidiaries (UNE Group) (see Figure 13.1 -lRgt•eL.
13.-1--UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC (UNO) will serve as the operator of CCNPP Unit
3 and is the ooerator licensee.

I

I
CEG and EDF, as the parent erganizations of UNE arc established organizationS With Significnt
%p- I in the dm ign, - nnstru.tion, and op1ration of V OmmlcnI 1 .al nUEea v p IweF facilitie: in

hcU~nitPd- States (U.S.) and Francz. Constellaticn Energy (or its przdeczsseir) has succcessfully
operated Calycrt Cliffs NUElcar Power Plant Units 1 and 2 (CC-NPP Unit 1 and 2) for

aproimtely thirty years. With the acguisitien of three additional nucicar units inA. hNei yorfk
Sitet (R. E. Ginna and Nine Mile Point Units 1 & 2), CEG is now a well established fleet operator
EDF eperates fifty eight nucelcar plants in Francc and is Eurrcntly constructing a fifty ninth (59%
. ... -.. 1. 1 -'- ,VS* car..In a1- I ;- I * .t l *% A o n t aat rlIIe1 1

lUlllUlIWIIl• I lulled=

The roles of Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) designer/supplier and architect engineer
(AE) are combined in a Project Delivery Consortium (Consortium) formed by the collaboration
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of AREVA NP-, Inc. (AREVA) and Bechtel Power Corporation (Bechtel). The Consortium is
complemented by the turbine-generator supplier, Alstom, a major world supplier in energy
and transportation equipment. Together, the Consortium has significant experience designing
and constructing commercial nuclear power projects in the U.S. and throughout the world.

Each of the organizations invelved in the CCNPP Unit 3 projoct haye emccllent rcputatiens *in
the pewer industr; and have Significant Eommercial nuckeaf pewcr cxperiencc.

CEG is a supplier of energy produ&ts and scr~ices to wholesail and retail electric and natural
gas Eustorncrs. it owns a diversified fleet of generating unitS locatcd throughout the U.S.,
totaling appreximately 9,000 megawatts of generating capacity, including five nucllear units.
The flve nulear units (CC.NIP.. Units 1 & 2, Nine Mile Point Unit 1 & 2, and R. E. Ginna) haye a
generating Eapacity of 3,869 m~egawatts and together relpr-escnted approdmfately 6096 of the
c-mpany's actual generation in 2007.

CEG has surcessfully implemented sveral signifiant capital imprvements at its nUci", units
0 inluding steam generator replacements, turbine retorl replacements, installatien ef a new
reac-tor Yesscl head and reacter vesscl internals (at Calvert Cliffs), and an extended pewcr
uprae at R. E. Ginna.

The information about EDF in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this

I

I

I
application and is based on information that was then current. EDF, one of the leaders in the
energy market in Europe, is an integrated energy company active in generation; transmission;
distribution; energy supply; and trading. EDF bashad a worldwide installed capacity of 128,190 I
megawatts, from a wide variety of energy sources including nuclear, thermal, and renewable
energies (hydroelectric, wind, solar). In France, EDF hashad an installed capacity of 98,200
megawatts, including fifty-eight nuclear reactors with a total installed capacity of 63,130
megawatts. These nuclear units are located on 19 sites and have been built within three
standardized fleets: 34 reactors of 900 megawatts, 20 reactors of 1,300 megawatts, and four
reactors of 1,450 megawatts. In December 2007, the pouring of the first concrete for an EPR in
Flamanville, France launched the construction of the fourth EDF fleet series.

EDF's position as a world leader in the nuclear sector is based on its unique expertise as
architect, turnkey supplier and owner-operator. EDF has developed skills throughout the
energy production cycle covering a power plant's entire service life from design and
construction, including associated engineering, through operation of the plant and
decommissioning. As a nuclear owner-operator, EDF is recognized for its excellent safety
record and is ranked as a world leader in the nuclear industry.

While UNE is a recently Elreatcd entity and has noet been in existence for as long as its parent
organizations, its experice isc Fpaable Since it shares coemmon personnelan
management practices. CCINPP Ulnit 34 directly benefits from the lcadership, knewlcdge, and

~perien f its parent companies, which have rccruited multiple senior leadership staff and
dozcns_ of engineers and other technical expe rts experi enced in nUc lear power plant design;
t ý+Wm IL ttt U JUA ;ý t *- S. lt U - * J f'.. '... LU Ut- rt-S.Finn *J i t J_, 0 -;-+

II

13.1.1.1 Design, Construction and Operating Responsibilities

The UNE President, an~dChief Executive Officer ef-UNE-(CEO) and Chief Nuclear Officer (CNO)
has overall responsibility for functions involving design, construction, testing, and operation
of CCNPP Unit 3. The highest priority and primary responsibility of the UNE Grout)pstaff is
nuclear safety. Decision making is conducted in a conservative manner with the emphasis on

I
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safety regularly communicated to appropriate personnel by direct management interface,
training, and company directives. Lines of authority within and among the organizations
having design, construction, and operating responsibilities are clearly established.

13.1.1.1.1 Design and Construction Responsibilities

The UNE Group has engaged a Consortium to design and construct CCNPP Unit 3. The I
Consortium principals and their subcontractors are responsible for the site related
engineering studies (such as meteorology, hydrology, seismology, demography, etc.), the
design of the CCNPP Unit 3 plant and ancillary systems (including fire protection), site layout I
and related environmental and security provisions, and the development of safety analysis
reports. Oversight of Consortium activities, including review and approval of site design
features, Human Factor Engineering (HFE), and material and component specifications are
performed by UNE Group personnel with relevant expertise in accordance with I

-INE Censeniumontracts agreements and En.t.a.t..with the Consortium. I

13.1.1.1.1.1 Project Management

ONE-UniStar Nuclear Services, LLC (UNS), which is an indirect subsidiary (through UniStar
Nuclear Holdings, LLC) of UNE, provides development services; regulatory affairs services,
project management; and oversight of startup, testing, and commissioning for OWE--U.S. EPR I
projects. The Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC has contracted with UNWUNS to act as the
owner's agent to manage and provide site selection, site characterization, licensing, and
project management services such as planning and scheduling for the CCNPP Unit 3 project.
UNWUNS will also provide oversight and review of the development of permits and other I
documentation required by state and local authorities and development and implementation
of the testing and commissioning program.

Project mana.gemnManagement, among other services:

* Provides engineering, procurement, and construction contract administration for all
U.S. EPR Pirejeetropect Ce.ompawik.,icompanies, enforcing contract terms and
conditions;

* Ensures procedure and process standardization across projects for project delivery;

* Provides consistent project management and management oversight, including
facilitation of technical oversight by UniSta UNONuldcar Operati.g S-c..•is, LLC-

* Establishes and maintains consistent project controls and performance reporting
within and between projects;

* Works with design and operating teams to ensure that, from a design and
construction perspective, the ioint objectives of high construction and operations
performance are achieved;

* Ensures consistent project schedule development, management, tracking, and
reporting; and

* Facilitates the collection and sharing of lessons learned and process improvements.

13.1.1.1.1.2 Engineering

UN4 UNS provides engineering functions i-dudeand ae-ifigacts as the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear
Project, LLC's representative for:
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* technical issues;

* conducting detailed design contract negotiations, preparation, management, and
review;

* promoting design excellence by securing and applying expertise from the Flamanville,
France EPR project;

* ensuring that continuity of design is preserved from design certification through

commissioning;

* conducting technical reviews of suppliers' work;

4working with design and epecrating teamrs to ensurce that, frem a design~ and
constrUction perspective, the joint objcctives ef high EenStrucion and eperatiens
perfofrnarnc arc achic ... d, and

* ensuring performance commitments of construction cost, timing, and use of standard
tools and documentation processes are met.

UNEUNS engineering is responsible for owner's reviews of: site-related engineering studies
(meteorology, geology, hydrology, demography, environmental evaluations, etc.), design of
plant systems (including fire protection), plant design features (including HFE), site layout and
security provisions, safety analysis reports, and material and component specifications.

13.1.1.1.1.3 Procurement

UNEUNS provides supply chain and engineering services to the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, I
LLC. In its procurement role, 4tUNS is responsible for:

* contracting of services and materials andincluding strategic procurement and
management of long lead time items;

* providing necessary oversight of the EPC contract and other contract purchased
construction materials and services;

* providing supplier contract terms and compliance documentation; and

* providing time and material claims processing and management.

13.1.1.1.1.4 Training

Standardized training services, including simulator training, are developed for athe fleet -f-U.S. I
EPR1sEPR including CCNPP Unit 3, by UNE Training.: Staffing plans include hiring
personnel to develop normal and emergency operating procedures and training lesson plans
and associated material. Development of training material, procedures, and simulators is
coordinated with the design and construction of CCNPP Unit 3 to assist in design validation, to
provide experience for operating and other personnel, and to ensure trained and qualified
staff is available when needed to support the safe and efficient design, construction, and
testing of CCNPP Unit 3.

Training services include:

* development of initial and continuing training programs (including methods and
materials) for licensed and non-licensed CCNPP Unit 3 plant personnel;
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* obtaining initial Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) training accreditation
during the project development phase and ensuring INPO accreditation renewal prior
to initial fuel loading;

* coordination with the EDF central training authority, for development of standardized
non-licensed operator training material and sharing of EPR operating experience
related to training, and

* development of standardized operating procedures and guidelines for use by 4#iSta
UNO)NuElcar Opcrziting Scrviczs, LLC..

13.1.1.1.1.5 UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC

UfniSta UNO Nuckar Gpe..ting ScrVk.o, LLC will serve as the operator of CCNPP Unit 3 and is
the operator licensee. Ik-StarUNO Nuci" Operating S,.c:i.s, _LLC -is a special purpose entity
created to provide operations and maintenance services through a standardized operating
structure. UniSta UNO Nu•c•r Oper.ating S^ci-.^ , will commission, operate, and maintain
CCNPP Unit 3 by using and sharing a standardized set of services, procedures, and
management practices with other EPR owners.

Sefrices In the development phase of the proiect, services to be provided by UNO to the
Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC include:

* being the project owners' agent for plant acceptance;

* being the single operations contracting entity;

* EOnselidateconsolidating UNEservices to maximize standardization, effectiveness, and
economies of scale across projects;

* p-evideproviding trained manpower for the startup, test, cemm:f-iining,and I
operate commissioning of the plants; I

* epursti the plants aEerding to standllo erad UNE pEPRs dUrie safcly-, efftiumrveny, and
effid-ently"

* usesing "lessons learned" from all operating EPRs to drive continuous improvementI
and maintain standard processes; and

* migmanaging the peer review/audit process on intra-plant basis to drive learning, I
best practice development, and standardization across plants.

In the development phase of the project, Ufi•tarUNO Nu,,"ar Operating Sc.vis-,, LLC will also [
provide operational and maintenance input to design (including HFE design), and planning for
construction, system turnover, and system testing and commissioning.

In the construction phase, UniStaFUNO NUd"cr Operating Servicc-..LLC will provide trained
and qualified station staff for operational support of system maintenance and configuration
control and component and system turnover and testing. UniSta UNO Nu, ,r•'" Opr,"ting
Sev.^s, LLC 6will increase the operating staff to ensure a seamless transition from the
construction phase, through startup testing, to commercial operation. During CCNPP Unit 3
startup and testing, 4:-StafUNO NuIcar Opratin.g• ServiFs, LLC will provide additional I
operations, maintenance, and personnel to support staff-fe -oversight and execution of the I
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startup testing and commissioning program and in review and evaluation of test results in
support of the VN-EUNS Startup, Testing, and Commissioning organization.

UniStarc Nu,.,UNO will Operating -c .. i.., LLC also preyidespt-gide performance
improvement and quality control oversight of UNU,-the AEU,,NE Group, the AE and NSSS
supplier design, procurement, and construction activities in accordance with the UniStar
Quality Assurance Program (see Chapter 17). Construction QAQuality Assurance programs will
require audits annually or at least once during the life of a specific activity.

13.1.1.1.1.6 Project Delivery Consortium

The Cart,.. Cliffs 3 Nuclear Projc^t, LLC has .nter.d int. - .ntra.ts with AREVA and Bechtel fey
design and e.nSt.u.ti.., whic. h are collaborating in a Consortium that combines the NSSS
supplier, AE and Ar-construction roles for the CCNPP Unit 3 project. AREVA and Bechtel have
established an interface agreement to govern their mutual responsibilities and interactions
(see Table 13.1-4Table- -3.3-). The Consortium is structured to provide management and
leadership in each of the broad areas specified by the division of responsibilities (see
Figure 13.1 -3Figure 13.1 2).). In areas where specific expertise is required, {sttehsuch as
seismology and ,hydrielegy),hydrology. the Consortium will engage speEialistSpecialist firms as
subcontractors.

Within the Consortium, the CCNPP Unit 3 project is controlled by a Project Director (PD). The
PD serves as the single point of contact for the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nu ,ar Prejct-, L612, and UNE
Group to ensure efficient integration of engineering, procurement, and construction
throughout the project delivery lifecycle. Because of its experience in delivery of large
construction projects, Bechtel provides project delivery management and leadership,
including the PD for single point of accountability.

The PD is responsible for coordination of the individual project areas as determined by the
interface agreement between AREVA and Bechtel. Reporting to the PD are discipline
managers from both AREVA and Bechtel. The discipline managers are responsible for delivery
of each project function delineated in the Consortium General Division of Responsibility
(T-able(Table 13.1-4434-.-1). The lead company providing the discipline managers may
change over time based on the company with the preponderance of the work at that point in
the project lifecycle, as determined by the PD.

The Consortium (as an entity or through its individual member companies) is responsible for
the development of the detailed design of CCNPP Unit 3 including, site related engineering
studies (meteorology, hydrology, geology, seismology, demography, environmental effects,
etc.), design of primary and ancillary systems (including fire protection and security systems),
site layout, HFE, and material and component specifications.

The Consortium will develop the startup testing and commissioning program with support
and oversight of UNEUNS engineering and startup and testing groups fer-who provide
implementation plans and procedures. Consortium personnel will provide technical support
during startup of the facility and transition into the operational phase. As the construction of
systems is completed, the systems will undergo acceptance testing as required by procedure,
followed by turnover to UniFaUNO NUEl"ar Operating S.V...s, LLC by means ofa project
acceptance plan. The turnover will include the physical systems and corresponding design
information and records. Following turnover, UiUSta (NO Nu•l•ar Op..ating Sc....s-, L- will
be responsible for system maintenance and configuration management.
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The integrated AREVA-Bechtel team will evolve over time as the project needs or phases
evolve. For example, detailed engineering is led by AREVA. This will transfer over to Bechtel as

the activities shift to construction.

AREVA

AREVA was created in 2001 by the merger of Framatome ANP (itself a merger of the nuclear
operations of Framatome and Siemens), CEA Industrie, and Cogema. AREVA is the sole
supplier of next generation EPR reactors and is number one worldwide in fuel fabrication and
supply, with a strong presence in Europe and the U.S. It is the only group in the world with
expertise and active involvement in every sector of the nuclear power industry, including the
nuclear fuel cycle, reactors, instrumentation, nuclear measurement systems, and engineering.

The information about Areva in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this
application and is based on information that was then current. AREVA is a leading nuclear
supplier in the United States and is a participant in the electricity transmission and distribution
sector with 5500 American employees in 45 locations. AREVA has project and operational

experience through the construction of 102 pressurized water reactors (PWR) and boiling
water reactor (BWR) plants ranging from early French units through the digitally controlled N4
series. The company currently has four units under construction world- wide, including the

first two EPRs (Generation II1+ units) in Finland and France.

The information about Areva in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this

application and is based on information that was then current. AREVA is a major world
supplier of nuclear components with more than 50% of the global market for replacement
NSSS components. Its facility in Chalon Saint Marcel has 30 years of operations fabricating
reactor pressure vessels, steam generators, pressurizers, and accumulators. This facility has a
39,000 m 2 workshop. Sfarsteel (Creusot Forge) has 85,000 m 2 of workshops at four sites for
heavy forging and machining. AREVA has announced development of a manufacturing facility
in Newport News, Virginia for fabrication of reactor vessels and closure heads, steam

generators, and pressurizers. Operations at this facility is expected to begin in 2012.

Thirty percent of U.S. nuclear plants are operating with AREVA fuel and, as part of the global

nuclear energy partnership, AREVA has signed a contract with the U.S. Department of Energy

(DOE) to study the development of a used nuclear fuel treatment plant and advanced

generation reactor for fuel recycling.

Because of its experience and commitment to the U.S. nuclear trDustry (this
information about AREVA-was provided in an earlier submission of this application), AREVA
has performed:

* License renewal engineering for more than 50% of plants extending life in the U.S.;

* Reactor coolant pump and motor refurbishment for 40% of U.S. plants, including 30%

of the Westinghouse designed plants;

* Seven out of ten steam generator replacements in the U.S. since 2003; and

* All of the lower reactor head penetration repairs and 99 of 114 reactor vessel upper

head nozzle repairs in the U.S. since 2000.
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Bechtel Power Corporation

The information about Bechtel Power Corporation (Bechtel) has-in this paragraph was
provided in an earlier submission of this application and is based on information that was then
current. Bechtel had 110 years of engineering and construction experience with 40,000
employees in 40 offices worldwide and iswas the nuclear industry's most experienced
contractor. Bechtel iswa Eu'erntlysactive on 390 projects in 46 countries. Bechtel iswas a
leading EPC contractor with involvement in nuclear activities at 88 of the 104 U.S. plants and
150 plants worldwide. Bechtel hashad assisted in the development of seven combined license I
applications and two early site permit applications.

The information about Bechtel in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this
application and is ........ ly-based on information that was then current. Bechtel was active on
engineering and/or construction projects at Qinshan, China, has completed the restart of
Browns Ferry Unit 1, and iswas the full engineering, procurement, and construction supplier at
Watts Bar Unit 2. It iswas also the lead contractor for the design, construction, and
commissioning of the largest radioactive waste treatment plant in the world (the DOE's Waste
Treatment Immobilization Plant).

The information about Bechtel in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this
application and is based on information that was then current. Bechtel's staff iEludesincluded I
20,000 employees with nuclear experience, including 5,000 engineers with nuclear power
experience. It has nationally and internationally recognized industry experts and technical
specialists sitting on more than 200 code and industrial committees.

Bechtel has used its Labor-Management relations expertise to enter into a M.mer-andum 31
Understanding for a CCNPP Unit 3 aberiProecjL agree.ientLabor Agreement and iswill
Ceiiabeatisngcollaborate with Lab•rlabor in workforce training to support the project.

Alstom

The information about Alstom in this paragraph was provided in an earlier submission of this
application and is based on information that was then current. Though not a direct member of I
the Consortium, Alstom is providing significant engineering and manufacturing support to
CCNPP Unit 3 as the turbine-generator supplier. Alstom is a leading supplier of nuclear steam
turbine-generators for both 50 Hz and 60 Hz markets with more than 80,000 employees in 70
countries. It hashad supplied more than 178 units worldwide equivalent to more than 30% of
the world nuclear installed base. Alstom is one of the few vendors with an active program for
supplying large, new nuclear steam turbines in Europe and the Far East. Alstom commissioned
four 1550 megawatts turbines in France during the 1990s; they are currently the largest
operating turbines in the world. In December 2007, Alstom announced it will invest more than
$200 million in a new manufacturing facility in Chattanooga, Tennessee to manufacture
turbines and other major components for U.S. power generation facilities.

The organizations reflected in this section were established to design, construct, and operate
CCNPP Unit 3. Their responsibilities are either related directly to CCNPP Unit 3 or to the generic
aspects of U.S. EPR development, which directly benefit CCNPP Unit 3.Thcrefor^, there are ne
additional p lanncd rnedificatiens or additions t3 3rganivatiens to reflect added functiona!

13.1.1.1.2 Technical Support for Operations

CCNPP Unit 3 will be the first of-a-planned fleet-ef-U.S. E-PRsEPR to be constructed in the United I
States. However, two EPRs are currently under construction in Europe and two additional units
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are h.edtled feFunder construction in China. EPRs around the globe will have several years of I
operating experience by the time CCNPP Unit 3 is operational. CCNPP Unit 3 will benefit
directly from this experience through technical support from the NSSS supplier (AREVA) and
from the knowledge and experience of UNE Group personnel gained from Flamanville 3.

Additionally, as the CCNPP Unit 3 project progresses through design, licensing,
preconstruction, construction, and testing and commissioning, support personnel are added
to the project in accordance with recruiting and staffing plans and expertise is gained through
project experience. liStaFUNO NuE^r ,Op ,at-ng SC.i..s," LLC staffing plans take advantage I
of this process by providing support in the early project phases and by transitioning
experienced staff from vauiettsthe UNE 9feupsGrou to UniStaFUNQ Nu,.ar O•" -rar.,'
Se.•_Vie, LC-in the later phases culminating in testing, commissioning, and full plant
operations.

Technical expertise developed and provided in support of operations by the UNE Group is

described in the following paragraphs.

13.1.1.1.2.1 Engineering

During thedetailed design, *N•UNS serves as the engineering design autherityrepresentative
for CCNPP Unit 3 and the standardized aspects of subsequent U.S. EPRs. Engineering consists
of personnel experienced in nuclear plant design, systems, and engineering programs
including engineers from EDF who have participated in the design (and other engineering
aspects) of Flamanville 3.

The-During detailed design, the main responsibilities of engineering are to:

* Represent UNE and CCNPP Unit 3 on technical and commercial issues with the
Consortium (AREVAk AREVA BeEhteland Alste #•Bechtel) and Alstom:

* Prepare the owner's requirements for the U.S. EPR standard design;

* Lead and coordinate discussions with vendors that involve the generic and
site-specific portions of the plant;

.. Ceerd*.e. Perform and coordinate technical reviews by-UN for UNO and its affiliates
(in.luding UniSta. Nu.l.a. Gpz.. ating S•r.i.., LLC) with the Consortium and other
suppliers;

* Challenge Consortium engineering methods and skills in design and procurement to

afford the best schedule with the highest levels of safety;

* Ensure standardization; and

* Provide oversight of and support for development of operational engineering
programs such as Inservice Inspection (ISI), Inservice Testing (IST), Reliability, etc.

During detailed design, UYniSta UNO Nuel•ar Op^rating S.c...•s, LLC upports UNEUNS
engineering with plant operations input into design specifications (including maintenance
requirements, Emergency Procedure Guidelines development, and HFE development) and
operational review of design deliverables. During construction and testing, UftStaFUNO
NupEl• a .• o ,,-- .. ,c",, L.C, Swill staff design and system engineering positions both in AS
corporate office and at the site. Portions of the UNE detailed design engineering staff within
UNW-providing services to UNS will transition to permanent UniStaFUNO NU"•lza .p.-ating
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Scr'vics, LLC cngineering support positions in accordance with the URiStaFUNO NUeleaF
Op,,,,ting S,.•,._s, LLC recruiting and staffing plan to provide technical expertise and
experience during plant operation. The remaining engineering staff within UINE PrcN'urzmnt
and•-i.eefif .- will continue with development and detailed design of subsequent U.S. EPR
projects by UNS but is available whenever (and to whatever extent is required) to supplement I
and support UniStarUNO P"'u r• .... Ope.ating S- v.. s, LLC, . engineering during the operations I
phase of CCNPP Unit 3.

During operations, UniStaFUNO NuE.,F Operating S...',..c , LLC cngineering, supplemented I
by .ngine ..s fr.m within UNE.-d contractual assistance from UNS AREVA and others, will: I

* Support operations with mechanical, electrical, structural, thermo-hydraulic, materials,
metallurgy, I&C and digital controls, fire protection, and HFE:

* Perform plant design changes;

* Maintain the plant design and engineering basis; and

* Perform transient and accident analyses

With the contractual assistance of AREVA, UNO reactor engineering will provide technical
assistance for reactor operation, core thermal limits, and reactor thermal-hydraulic operation.

13.1.1.1.2.2 Procurement

The-During plant operation. the UNS procurement function of-UNE-serves as the supply chain I
organization responsible for strategic sourcing. procurement contract administztiton I
management, warehouse and evetrightlogistics. Procurement is responsible for preparation I
and management of contracts for detailed d-•" ...... , l.ng ld mater•als, and
.e..,,,ght.materials and services to support operations and reviewmaintenance-of. UNS
Ecfmnpncnt specifiati8n,.will UNE-also prevde.provide oversight of spare parts, component I
and material procurement suppliers. Dwir4gUNS plant -eperratiewill _NE--also I
pirvdesgprovide the supply chain infrastructure to support unWU" NO . ..'iear Or'-a•. n. I
SeiEes_, LL-C-procurement and purchasing personnel in day-to-day and outage procurement
(including procurement of nuclear fuel).

13.1.1.1.2.3 Regulatory Affairs

The UNS Regulatory Affairs group iua-UNE-is responsible for the interface with regulators I
regarding licensing issues including changes, amendments, compliance reviews, or related
industry interactions. Personnel experienced in NRC requirements, state and local permitting
requirements, and environmental requirements within Regulatory Affairs support the initial
siting and environmental analysis of the project, regulatory and environmental aspects of the
site layout, and reviews of safety analysis and other reports and documentation. These reviews
include traffic studies, area demography, and other aspects of the project pertaining to the
construction and operation phases of the project as well as the licensing phase. UniSta UNO
NUlc,,r Opc, ing S''^Vis,, LLC provides support to Regulatory Affairs by providing plant I
operational input and guidance during the licensing phase.

Expertise and experience gained by UNS Regulatory Affairs during this period is available to
UnfStarUNO Nuckar, O-,.""^ re,.ting eSrv•ics, LLC during the testing, startup, and commercial I
operations phases of the project by providing supplemental personnel support prior to
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completion of full staffing of UNO and by providing matrixed support to the UsiSta UNO

Nu.... Opeating S.... .. s, LLC licensing staff once commercial operations begin.

13.1.1.1.2.4 Project Management

The integration of the multiple aspects of the CCNPP Unit 3 project development from initial
siting to testing and commissioning is the responsibility of UNS project management-ef. UN J
Unde- the dirc.i.n ; f the CrCNPP Unit 3 Project Manager, preject-management personnel
maintain the project controls (schedules, cost estimates, etc.) and project performance
indicators. Project management provides integration of the local, state, and national
permitting activities, coordinates various contract services for environmental studies,
geotechnical services, hydrology and meteorology studies, etc. Project management serves as
the principal owner's agent for oversight of construction planning and execution.

Project management:

* Provides EPC- Cetv4-Engineering, Procurement and Construction contract (IPC
Contract) administration for U.S. EPR Pfejec-proect Cefpaies-,companies, enforcing
contract terms and conditions;

* Ensures procedure and process standardization across projects for project delivery;

* Provides consistent project management and management oversight, including
facilitation of technical oversight by "i"tarUNNuef-Operating S.. ..•i.... , LLC,;

* Establishes and maintains consistent project controls and performance reporting
within and between projects;

* Ensures consistent project schedule development, management, tracking, and
reporting; and

* Facilitates the collection and sharing of lessons learned and process improvements.

SuppmýUNS support to Ui.ta ..UNO Nue... Op,...ting S.r.ic, LLC is provided for
scheduling of activities necessary to support preparations for plant operations (including
procedure development and training schedules) and integration of these activities with those
required to design, construct, and test the plant. Project management also provides the
project controls needed to ensure staffing and training is conducted when required to ensure
proper staffing levels to support material development such as procedures, system
acceptance testing and turnover, and plant startup testing and commissioning.

13.1.1.1.2.5 Startup, Testing, and Commissioning

System completion, turnover of systems, and turnover of facility areas will be conducted
according to flee•Wdeprocesses under development by UNEUNS. This will occur on a
schedule that coordinates with EPC Agee.e.tContract requirements and is in line with NRC
requirements and those of other regulatory agencies governing the CCNPP Unit 3 project.
Commissioning and startup will include some portions of the overall inspections, tests,
analyses, and acceptance criteria (ITAAC). The commissioning and startup program will
include construction inspections and tests to verify that structures, systems and components
have been installed in conformance with design specifications, drawings and other design
documents.

UN6UNS includes a startup, testing, and commissioning group to provide oversight and
confirmation of system, structure, and component testing (including ITAAC). This group
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ensures system turnover and testing procedures and boundaries are complete, accurate, and
sufficiently clear to allow for the safe and efficient turnover of systems to U aFUNONtE4ema I
Operating S.rvir-, s, LLC.. This group also provides direct support to UnfStaarUNO Nutlea

,p.,ating Se.Vikes, LLC for system turnover and plant testing to ensure requirements are met.

As CCNPP Unit 3 progresses to integrated system testing, custody and control of these
activities will pass from UNS to Ini•tarUNO NU..ar Op. ating S.,Vi,,s, L'LC with support from I
the UNS startup, testing, and commissioning group. At the completion of plant
commissioning, a percentage of the startup, testing, and commissioning staff will transition to
full time technical positions within UfniStafUNO Nuckear Operating S•cV•:•s, LLC to integrate
the experience and expertise within the permanent operating organization. The remaining
UNS startup, testing, and commissioning personnel will transition to other UNE-U.S. EPR
projects to provide expertise and lessons learned to these subsequent projects.

13.1.1.1.2.6 Training

UNE training is-will be responsible for development and implementation of training programs
that meet regulatory requirements and industry standards for standardized initial and
continuing training of operations, maintenance, technical support, emergency response and
other personnel for a fleet ef U.S. EPRs, including CCNPP Unit 3. These standardized services
will include:

* Development of training standards, methodologies, examinations, materials, and
training aids;

* Initial and continuing training for operators (licensed and non-licensed);

* Initial and continuing training for engineering, maintenance, work management,
chemistry, and radiological protection personnel;

* General personnel, safety, security, and plant administrative training;

* Operating, managing, and maintaining training facilities, the ANS 3.5 simulator, and
part-task simulators;

* Training and deployment of site training staff to the site training facilities; and

* Developing, deploying and updating standardized "eommon'training materials,
advanced learning methodologies, comprehensive learning management system, and
programs that are used at the central and site training faE1iiti s,-facilitiesawd

* C .mm.n U.S. EPR op..at.r I,•.... (With appr.val f the U.S. NRC);

In addition to training material development, to gain experience and knowledge of the U.S.
EPR design, training personnel will work with the Consortium to develop standardized
operating procedures.

Train.iR§.UNE training will work closely with UniStaFUNO Nue"• - Operating SefyiczsL•C -to
provide comprehensive, integrated, standardized training. Though site training will be
standardized through the use of a common flee.widetraining program, training
methodologies, and materials, the deployed UNE training staff will be accountable and
responsible to site line management for the integration of both standardized and local specific
training that meets site needs.
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Staffing plans include increasing staffing levels by hiring experienced and non-experienced
personnel who will be writing procedures and training curriculum and then transition to
become instructors, operators, and maintenance workers in UniStafUNO Nu.l..r Op•,a....
SerViEes- , LL. Experienced workers will be writing emergency operating procedures and
supervise the development of training curriculum, and then become operators and
instructors. Non-experienced workers will be hired with priority to their ability in their future
assignment as operators and maintenance workers. AIIUNE of..hese-training eemp...ystaff
werkers will gain valuable knowledge about the U.S. EPR while completing assigned
procedure and training curriculum development. In addition, this work will satisfy U.S. NRC
requirements of gaining experience that is required for licensed operators.
ExpeEtedTransferee trF.nsfefs.s to UnitarUNO ,kuidla Operating SVi'c"s, -LC- will have an
average of 2 years experience with the U.S. EPR design.

13.1.1.1.2.7 Information Technology

UNE is developing a comprehensive, integrated Information Technology (IT) platform to
provide the business process infrastructure required to support the full lifecycle of the U.S. EPR
fleet as well as the day-to-day operations of UN.the UNE Group. The IT technical services
provided to support operations include:

* Providing accessibility to all data gathered or generated during all phases of the
fleetplant lifecycle, from licensing through decommissioning;

* Efficient, integrated processes for planners, maintenance workers, support staff, plant
operators, managers, and others;

* Providing the ability to quickly, accurately, and securely store and retrieve design and
licensing basis information needed; and

* Protecting sensitive data with appropriate cýyber-security safeguards regulatory
compliance to meet critical infrastructure protection requirements

Additionally, UNE provides information technology systems and support, including the
enterprise software infrastructure necessary to ensure efficient transmittal of documents and
information between the AE and NSSS vendors and the UNE Groupnto support design,
construction, and operation of CCNPP Unit 3.

13.1.1.1.2.8 Quality Assurance

The quality assurance aspects of CCNPP Unit 3 design, construction, testing, and operation are
governed by the Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD) described in Chapter 17.
Quality ass.•r•.eeAssurance (QA) activities include:

* Audit, surveillance, and evaluation of safety related activities, including vendors
supplying safety related components, products, and services;

* Coordinating development of audit and surveillance schedules;

* Performance of supplier audits and commercial grade surveys;

* Approval of third party audits;

* Approval of contractor QA programs;

* Review and approval of QA requirements and specifications in procurement contracts;
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* Oversight of quali Quality eantfeIControl (QC) inspection and testing activities; and

* Maintenance of the QAPD.

The UNE Director of Quality and Performance Improvement reports directly to the UNE
President, CEO and CNO until the position of Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer of

,,,iStaF Nud.'r Operating UNO is filledSerfvke¢ .

13.1.1.1.2.9 Safety Review

Oversight of CCNPP Unit 3 programs, procedures, and activities is performed by an
Independent Review Cem,•ttee.Body. Details of the composition and activities of this I
committee are described in Section 13.1.2.2.1.5, Chapter 17 and the QAPD. I

13.1.1.1.2.10 UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC

...Sta.UNO Nu , .ar Opz ..inq Sr...is, LLC is the operator licensee and is comprised of
corporate and site managers, functional managers, supervisors, and technical personnel with
sufficient knowledge, training, and experience to perform functions necessary for safe plant
operation. In certain cases, as previously described, functions may be supplied or supported
by personnel from other members of the UNE gfeupsuGroU through contractual or other I
arrangements. Staffing pflavs,plans in"luding rFe-uiing strategks, are developed to ensure
adequate staff is present to support construction, testing, and operation functions.

13.1.1.1.2.10.1 UNO Plant Engineering

UniStar Nu•,..• UNO plant Opr..ting S-- .;.Ts, LLCE .erprate engineering is responsible for
design engineering activities in support of plant operations as well as support of reactor
engineering, programs engineering such as ISI, IST, and maintcnanccMaintenance le,,Rule, I
safety and engineering analysis, PRA-,probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and fuel engineering. I
Design changes are performed at-theby UNS Eeepefate-Ieveleto ensure standardization is
maintained to the extent practicable among the various EPRs. The EeFpemate-UNO plant I
engineering function also includes system engineering functions related to plant support and
integration of systems information from "mttip'eother EPRs.I

Site engineering includes system engineering for CCNPP Unit 3, site design basis engineering
support, pFebab .. .. iPRA risk.ass.ssmnt (PRA), ,and engineering programs. The site
engineering staff will also indesinclude the reactor engineering function. I

UniStar Nu.. ... UNO plant Op...ating S...ics, LLC engineering supports plant operations in
the areas of nuclear, mechanical, structural, electrical, thermal-hydraulic, metallurgy and
materials, and instrumentation and control, and fire protection engineering. Expertise in the
engineering area may be supplemented by UNtEUNS as described above. Additional I
engineering support is available through contract relationships with outside vendors
including AREVA.

13.1.1.1.2.10.2 UNO Plant Chemistry

A chemistry program is established to monitor and control the chemistry of plant systems to
minimize degradation, including corrosion, of piping and components, to minimize the spread
of contamination, and to keep radiation dose during operations and maintenance activities
from byproducts of corrosion as-low-as-reasonably-achievable (ALARA).
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The Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager is responsible for chemistry program
implementation and is supported by a staff of technicians, supervisors, and other support
personnel trained and qualified in chemistry monitoring and control.

13.1.1.1.2.10.3 UNO Radiation Protection

A radiation protection (RP) program, including a program to maintain radiation dose to
personnel ALARA, is established to protect the health and safety of plant staff and the public.
The RP program is described in Chapter 12. The RP program includes:

* Respiratory protection;

* Dosimetry;

* Bioassay;

* Radioactive source control;

* Effluent and environmental monitoring and assessment;

* Radiation and contamination monitoring and surveys; and

• Radiation work permits

The RP staff consists of trained and qualified radiation protection technicians and other
qualified support personnel reporting to the RP/Chemi-".UNO Radiation Protection and
Chemistry Manager.

13.1.1.1.2.10.4 UNO Fuel and Refueling Operation Support

Initial fueling of the reactor and subsequent refueling are performed at UNO by a combination
of site personnel including operations, maintenance, RP, reactor engineering, etc. Support
may be obtained, as needed, from AREVA, the NSSS supplier, or other contract service
suppliers. Fueling and refueling operations are performed under the direction and control of
the plant Operations department and are supervised by individuals holding Senior Reactor
Operator licenses.

13.1.1.1.2.10.5 UNO Maintenance Support

Maintenance activities at UNO are supported by planners, schedulers, maintenance personnel, I
engineers, and operators who participate in the development of work packages, obtain
necessary parts, safely clear equipment for maintenance, and monitor outcomes. Maintenance
is integrated into an overall plant work schedule and evaluated for operational and shutdown
risk to ensure nuclear and personnel safety and efficiency.

13.1.1.1.2.10.6 UNO Operations Support

Within the UNO Operations Support department, a support staff provides work control and
equipment clearance support, outage planning support, surveillance testing support,
procedure support, and activities for 0peratioensoperations performance improvement. Fire
protection support is also provided by a Fire Marshall responsible for fire brigade training
support, drill evaluation, and fire brigade equipment. The Operations Support
e•.anizatiencldepartment is made up of both licensed and non-licensed personnel and can
supplement shift operations, if needed.
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13.1.1.1.2.10.7 Fire Protection

The UNO Site Vice PrfesidnRPresident thr.ugh thee .... n... r•.s..ibl CCNPP Unit 3 for-fir
protezti.n and the Fire Marshall, is responsible for implementing the fire protection program
described in Section 9.5. The site fire protection engineer and Fire Marshall will administer the
program inREudesincluding the development of fire protection procedures and pre-fire plans,
fire brigade and station personnel training, and inspections, testing, and maintenance of fire
protection systems. The cng-n.cr r. po.nsiblc fer fire protection hasengineer will have overall
program responsibility, including fire protection system performance and monitoring. The Fire
Marshall is responsible for fire brigade training and readiness, fire brigade equipment
readiness, and coordination with UNO Emergency Planning personnel for drills involving
offsite response.

13.1.1.1.2.10.8 Emergency Coordination

The site emergency response organization is described in the Emergency Plan. The
organization supporting the Emergency Plan is matrixed from various site departments. UNO
Emergency Response personnel have the experience, training (including drills), and ability to
implement the actions required to protect the health and safety of the public in the event of
an emergency. The emeFreneyUNO planningFmergency t-affPlanning personnel is
responsible for ensuring required numbers of qualified personnel are available to respond to
plant emergencies, that emergency facilities are maintained and available, and that adequate
equipment and supplies are available. Additionally, the emerigenEyUNO plan n inEmergency
sta#fPlanning personnel is responsible for coordination with offsite agencies participating in
emergency responses (including the necessary agreements) and for coordinating onsite with
the Fire Marshall for fire brigade activities.

13.1.1.1.2.10.9 Outside Contractual Assistance

In the event that specific, high levels of expertise are needed or certain skills and knowledge
are better obtained under vendor contracts (such as major turbine maintenance), the services
of outside consultants or contractors will be used, with proper UtiStafUNO NU,_.ar Opera"i
Sc^.i.^s, LLC- oversight and control, to provide or supplement the technical staff.

13.1.1.2 Organizational Arrangement

FigurieFigure 13.1-4 1-34--3-shows the UNE corporate management structure. T-huFigure 13.1-5
figure delineates the relatienship: between the affiliated . .mpanies, in..uding the
rdlationship between the nuclcar oriented parts to the nen nUElcar parts of UNE. Figure 13.1 4
shows the UfiStarplanned NutelearUNO Operating Se~r.;:ck-, LLC site organization structure.

UNE Group personnel are initially staffed at UNE. Staffing plans transition experienced staff
from UNE to UNO and other subsidiaries as development of CCNPP Unit 3 progresses.
Recruiting and staffing plans are subject to change over time due to variations in construction
and testing schedules and the availability of personnel for hire with the requisite
qualifications.Table 13. 1 shows the initial estimated number of PeIitieAS required for eazh

Though located on a eemmencontiguous site with CCNPP Units 1 and& -2 (CCNPP Units 1 &
2),_CCNPP Unit 3 is owned and operated by separate entities. Organizations are not shared. To
the extent that certain minimal resources are shared, the interaction is governed by service
level agreements or other similar contractual mechanisms.
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13.1.1.2.1 Corporate Organization

UNE is a jeint v.ntur.^ between . eonstelatien Energy Grup and ED. , nt.rnational that was

framework necessary to develop, design, license, finance, contract for construction, prepare
for ownership, and operate CCNPP Unit 3 is made up of a group of affiliated companies, each
with clearly delineated responsibilities and lines of accountability for specific phases of the
CCNPP Unit 3 project. The UNE andGroul ibis azffiiatcd cEmpanics arc managed as a single,
cohesive entity with clear management expectations tth-for maintaining the tNij-highest
levels of safety and quality arc maintain.d throughout all phases of the project.
FigureFigure 13.1-1 134-4- shows the g•neral .:lationships b.twccnownership structure for
UNE, its affili•t• d " renparnic, and the Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC (owner licensee of
CCNPP Unit 3)3) in the UNE Group.

Rsponsibl, managem•nt and supr, A, have the authority t, d, .gat, tasksAs
shown in Figure 13.1-2, the ultimate parent holding company for teUNE a..ethef. qutialif is
EDF. within thei" ;•ganizatien pro'id-d the designated indi-idual pessess:• . th,

rcqukrcaquanricatiens and thesec quallricatins arc aocumcnteca. Welegatiens are :nWrting.
1:6-. a= ch -- 1 mj.a.. -n ~ .. mr rt.aJna *6- u.tlhtm aatt x-U t..lfl,.lS. A. - -~t.~SI US

has implemented a CCNPP Unit 3 Negation Action Plan (FSAR Appendix 1 A) to provide
requirements and guidance to ensure negation of potential foreign ownership, control or
domination over the CCNPP Unit 3 license held by Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project LLC and
UNO. Figure 13.1-2 also depicts the UNE Group organizational structure for irrtp•.m~ntln
items and issues related to nuclear safety, security, and reliability, pursuant to the appe"able
retirf,,"•,As-t.Negation Action Plan. Separate from the Negation Action Plan, EDF has publicly
indicated that it will seek a suitable, qualified U.S. owned partner for CCNPP Unit 3 prior to
issuance of the CCNPP Unit 3 license.

The current key UNE positions are:

13.1.1.2.1.1 Un*Sta UNE Nudea President Energy, LLC President, CEO and Chief
CNOExecutv.e Office'

This position is responsible for all aspects of operations and governance of UNE nuclear
operations. The UNE President-, CEO, and CheCNO Exe..,utiv ^ Officr (CE, ) is also responsible
for managing the technical and administrative support provided by UNEUNE and its affiliated
companies, and non-affiliated contractors. This includes overall corporate policy, overall
implementation of the qualitQuality a:suranceAssurance peg'afm,,Program. executive
direction and guidance for the eeFperatl'en,,UNE Group, and corporate policy.

The position has overall responsibility for the UNE Group activities related to siting, design,
fabrication, construction, and safe reliable operation of CCNPP Unit 3, including management
oversight and support of the day-to-day station eperatiens.operations and day-to-day issues
related to nuclear safety, security, and reliability. This is the senior executive responsible for
setting and implementing policies, objectives, expectations, and priorities to ensure activities
are performed in accordance with the highest levels of safety, the quality assurance program,
and other requirements.

The President, CEO and CEOCNO provides direction through the structure described in the
following paragraphs.
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13.1.1.2.1.2 UNE Senior Vice President - ServicesProjects

This position reports to the UNE President,-CEO and CEO,CNO and is responsible for managing
services provided by UNS including the siting, construction, and preoperational testing,
during these phases of project delivery. Actual design, fabrication, and construction activities,
including preparation of design and construction documents and construction itself are the
responsibility of the Consortium under the management and oversight of this position.

The UNE Senior Vice President - Projects is the executive level manager responsible for
management of the CCNPP Unit 3 (and other UNE plants) project including contractor
management; safety, cost, and schedule performance; support organization coordination;
proiect finances; cost estimates, and construction planning.

Various functions rep?.t toDuring the development phase the-of CCNPP Unit 3. the UNE
Senior Vice President - SefViEs-,Pr__iects nd"uding staffs-isresponsible for p.. "i" g-UNS
Services coordinating activities needed to ready the site for construction. This includes
interfacing with state and development future pro.. .ts. NuEear Managcmcnt functins
reper-ftng- local permitting agencies for site reviews, coordination of site access for Consortium
personnel to this position in 'lude -perform site characterization studies and site preparation
activities, and monitor safety, cost, and schedule performance of personnel with access to the

i~eePresjde.site. The of Regulat.r; AffairsUNE Senior the-Vice President - Projects
M..•agem .... is also responsible for coordinating with the management and staff of the-Vi-e
Prcsidcnt Testing, Statup., existing units (CCNPP Units 1 & 2) where necessary and
Cemnissiening.keeping them informed of activities adiacent to their units.

I
I

13.1.1.2.1.1 Wiee Fresident ReqIuitery Affall m
. .w ;Elw ...... j ........

The Vihe President, Reguclatoh Affairs reprnts to the Senior Vice President Serijes andis
responsible for liensing and regulatoer affairs and pruorides prganizational suppvrt and
management qaersight ef the facilities to ensure prompt and proper dispositien ef regulatory
issues, develOPS regulatN r poesitins, and adfises s maael ment en priorities and
aCtivities affesting egulatoery issues at the numlear farclities r Q* esp are c ude
develmping polices and standardized proesses and prOcedures for the Maintenance of the
liensing basis, the preparation of submffittals te the NRC and other regulater; organiZatiOns.

During the construction phase of CCNPP Unit 3, the Senior Vice President - Proiects is
responsible for monitoring the activities of the constructor primarily to verify compliance with
safety and quality requirements but also with contractual obligations for schedule and cost
performance. The UNS Proiect Management staff works closely with the Startup. Testing. and
Commissioning staff to ensure schedules are met and turnover packages are complete for
system acceptance by the operational staff of UNO.

13.1.1.2.1.2.2 VIce PrJident Pr,, ct Mananemint
- -v•v

T-he Vice President Project Managemnentreports toSenior VicePresident Sefyices andis the
executiye level managerl responsible for management of the CCNPP Unit 3 (and other UNE
plants) project including contr-actor management; safetyý, cost, and schedule performfance;
support organization coordination; project finances; cost estimates, and coenstruction

During the development phase, the Vice President Project Managemnent is responsiblefor
coordination of activities needed to ready the site for construcion. This includes interfacing
with state and local permnitting agencies for site reyiews, coordination of site access for
Consortiumn personnel to perform site Eharacterzatien studies and site preparation activities,
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and m-nit-r safety, .st, and sch.dul. performancc e. f p..s.nnl with a...ss to the sitc. The
Vicc Prcsident Prcject Managemen~t is also rzsponsiblc for coordinatirng withth
management and staff of the existing units (CCNPP Units 1 & 2) w~here niczssarj and keeping
them informced of activties adjacznt to their units.

During the Eonstructien phase, the Viee rrcsident Projcct Managemecnt is rcsponsibke for
menintering the alctivities of the EonStruEto primarily W3 Yerify EOMpliancc with safety and
quality requirements but also with Eontrac-tual ebligations for schedule and Eost pcrfermanrze.
The Projzc Management staff works closcly with the Startup, Testing, and Comisinn
staff to ensurc srzhedulcs arc met and turneycr packages are comnplete felr systzrn ararcptancc
byv the oocrzatienal staff of U-nist-aFhIr NulPcar Occ-ratinal SerViccS. LLC-.

1hz Yicc Przsidcnt Prciec~t Manaaelmznt has a Staff Of BIroiect mnanaacrS. eStiMatorFS.
-I- - J I- J = =I-

eneoulrs, nao support persntsn ana SUPPor av

The Senior Vice President - Proiects will draw upon a staff of proiect managers, estimators,
schedulers, and other sunnort nersonnel from the UJNE Grou~o to assist in and suinnort these
schedule..rs and.. ........ por t pe so ne fr th .. .... . ... .. .. . .G rou ................. .........

activities.

13.1.1.2.1.2.3 UNE Vice President - Startup, Testing, and Commissioning

Prior to start-up, testing and commissioning, the Vice President - Startup, Testing, and
Commissioning position will be staffed and report to the UNE Senior Vice President - Projects.
The UNE Vice President - Startup, Testing, and Commissioning rcperts to Senior Vie. Prcsidcnt

S.e....s and is also the executive level manager responsible for the development (in
conjunction with the Consortium) and management of the CCNPP Unit 3 startup, testing, and
commissioning program. Thr.. groups Of fr....tioal level 'ma.ag.rs and staff r"pellt to the
MiczPrcsident Statuip, Tsting, and Commissioning-.

Working closely with Consortium personnel responsible for testing and system turnover,
commissioning program development personnel develop procedures describing
organizational responsibilities and interfaces between the Consortium, UNE testing personnel,
and the UfiStarUNO Nuclear Operating Scr'accs, LLC operational staff who will be accepting
system turnover, maintaining configuration control, manipulating controls during testing, and
reviewing test results.

Planning and scheduling personnel will ensure testing schedules are aligned with
construction and turnover schedules and that the proper organizational resources are
available when needed. Detailed monitoring of testing performance is conducted to ensure
problems are quickly identified and corrected and to ensure that proper and timely
notification of ITAAC performance is made to parties, including the U.S. NRC.

Oversight and coordination of actual startup, testing, and commissioning activities is-will be
performed by UNS Startup, Testing, and Commissioning personnel located at the site under
the direction of the UNO Site Commissioning Manager, described in Table 13.1-1 and FSAR
Chapter 14.

13.1.1.2.1.3 UNE Senior Vice President - Procuremcnt-Regulatory Affairs and
Engineering

The UNE Senior Vice President - Procucrnnt &-Regulatory Affairs and Engineering reports to
the UNE President, CEO and CEOCNO and is responsible for engineering and pFeEIFemetby
UNS for UNE projects (including CCNPP Unit 3) throughout the design and construction
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phases. As the UNE chief engineer, the UNE Senior Vice President - PeE-urtemefnRegulatory
Affairs and Engineering is responsible for review and approval of design and construction
documentation, component specifications, construction techniques and methods, HFE, and
associated plans and schedules. These responsibilities are performed through a staff of
engineers and proEurementspecialists experienced in nuclear plant design,_design
coRStruction,and asl-constructionpreEuFrment.. Design and construction knowledge is
augmented by information and experience obtained from Flamanville 3 for incorporation into
UNE engineering and pr..urem.nt activities.

As CCNPP Unit 3 proceeds through startup testing and commissioning to operation, the
Senior Vice President - Pr.....m.nt &Regulatory Affairs and Engineering pe.ide...will manage
engineering support and expetise;&xpertise as well as supply .hain srvk,.es- to Uni~taF
UNONuElzar Operating Seoyrzics, LLC..

In addition, the UNE Senior Vice President - Regulatory Affairs and Engineering is responsible
for UNS activities related to licensing and regulatory affairs and providing organizational
support and management oversight of the facilities to ensure prompt and proper disposition
of regulatory issues, and developing regulatory positions. Other responsibilities include
developing policies and standardized processes and procedures for the maintenance of the
licensing basis, the preparation of submittals to the U.S. NRC and other regulatory
organizations.

13.1.1.2.1.3.1 UNE Vice President - Procurement

The UNE Vice President - Procurement reports to the Scanlr Vice Prcsidcnt P....ur.t... UNE
President. CEO and CNO & Engin..ing fn .and is responsible for initiating, monitoring, and
managing services and procurement contracts for the UNE Group (including CCNPP Unit 3)
throughout the design and construction phases. During the operations phase, the UNE Vice
President - Procurement will provide supply chain services and management through UNS in
support of Uni tar-UNONu...a. Ope.ating S.... r:is,-LC . ..

I

13.11..14
0 .... m~en~n '~!ic PraEdontTr~innn. ~r~t ~=. rx =nr~rutur

......... ;W• ...... ;;•J

Thc Senior VioeProsident Training, Strategy, and infrastrUcture rcperts to the UNE Prcsident
an~d CEO and is rcspensible forf designing and executing Stratcgic initiatives nccczsary to
develep UniStar NuE!ear Energy U.S. EPR projocts. This involvcs facilitating mooetings of UNE's
Strategic Ceuncil (Which sets overall Strategy), engaging pelic~y makers and thought leaderz in
gevernmcrnt and in ac~ademke ireles, providing analyses te suppert the emeeutien ef business
*initiatives, and supporting the Erzatien of UniStar Project Ceompanics

Thc Senior Vicc Prsident Training, Strategy, and lnfraStructUrc is alse Fespensible for the
development and implcmentation of UNE's infor~mation teehnology platform. This is a
collaborative platformff, capable Elf supporting the clcctrOnic flow of data among these
engaged in the devclepment, design, liconSing, Eonstructicn, E8151mcrcemalizationi,
maintenancz, and operation of the UNE fleet enabling the coellaboration nerzessar-y to manage
FiS!( and ma~mz 6pcraing effi~iencies by sharing of equipmecnt pcrfformanc-e and epcralting
experveRcc among the sites and Eerperatc support functicns.

Thc Snior Vico Prsident Training, Strategy, and lnfr-astrumtur is also responsiblc forthce
design and devclopmzrnt of training systems, tools, and programns to ensure the highest
qualifications of the operating staff. This includes material and programf dc-Velepmcnet,

pr.so o F full Scope and part task simulatoirs, and mnanagemen~t of trainirng accreditation
aEti~tis
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13.1.1.2.1.4.4 M..anager Training

1hz Manaaer Traini*no rCeerts to !he Senior Vicc Prcsident Trainine. Strateey. and
lntrastruOtr isrspnibctr develepwng and maintaining aEcrcditdtann
mcethodologizs I m tril, and training aids fOr Initial and Eontinuing training of the UNE
E~rperate and plant staffs. DiSEiplines of the Staff include plant eperatos (licznsed and
noen !icznsed), mraintenan, *nincrng, radiatien proteetien, and ehemistry personnel;
mnanagers, 101risrs anethizrs Training aids include training simulators, mock! ups of plant
equipment and arcas, tr-aining'deViccs, and training facilities.

The Managcr Training is alSo rzspensible fer develeping opewatng, maintenancz, and other
pliant proccdurzs and program~s that wilbzP Used by the plant staffi. During the eperaing ceclc,
the Manager Training ialorsnibcfor the Eeorrztive action and opcrating, przc
pfegrams.

13.1.1.2.1.4.-2 Director normatien Technolag, (IT)

The DiUNE Merf IT- reports to the ScniorVce President Traidnig, StCatCgy, and infrastreUtiber

and is evsponsibln for prmniding the wtratigin visieon, idplesmntatien, and supprtrn f the
UiniSta Fleet Entirpnisn IT platfofm. The DiNcorporef IT maintains the lsng tcrm, in othegtd
technelogy road mnap, gevcrnanee modcl, and architcctural standards that nucsdata and
proccess systems aro ayailable to support the safety and operational needs of CCNPP Unit 3
and to cffiEicntly delivcr to CC(=NPP Unit 3 the tcchnical support providcd by the UniStarl
Erper-ate organization. The teehrnology platfeFrms providcd by the Dirzctor of Uni!-*-ar1 IT
support wprkmanagto er nt, cenfiguration management, enginceening, perati atos,
maintenanco, RP, and hemistry psfnetions with intguratsd taols ter nsure inmmuniation,
data management, andok upsofaess flos.

13.1.1.2.1.5 UNE Manager - Trainin T

The UNE Manager - Training reports to the UNE President, CEO and CNO and is responsible for

developing and maintaining accredited training methodologies, materials, and training aids
for initial and continuing training of the UNE corporate and plant staffs. Disciplines of the staffs
include plant operators (licensed and non-licensed), maintenance, engineering, radiation
protection, and chemistry personnel; managers. supervisors, and others. Training aids include
training simulators. mock ups of plant equipment and areas, training devices, and training
facilities.

13.1 .1 .2.1 .6 UINE Director - Information Technology (IT)

The UNE Director - IT reports to UNE President, CEO and CNO and is responsible for the
de-velooment and imolementation of UJNE's information technoloov nlat-form. The UJNE
Director - IT is responsible for providing the strategic vision, implementation, and support of
the UniStar Enterprise IT platform. This is a collaborative platform, capable of supporting the
electronic flow of data among those engaged in the development, design, licensing.
construction, commercialization, maintenance, and operation of the plant. It will enable the
collaboration necessary to manage risk and maximize operating efficiencies. Where feasible
the IT platform will enable the sharing of equipment performance and operating experience
among the other EPR sites and corporate support functions. The UNE Director - IT maintains
the long term, integrated technology road map, governance model, and architectural
standards that ensures data and process systems are available to support the safety and
operational needs of CCNPP Unit 3 and to efficiently deliver to CCNPP Unit 3 the technical
support provided by the UniStar corporate organization. The technology platforms provided
by the UNE Director - IT supports required plant systems, such as work management,
configuration management, engineering, operations, maintenance, RP, and chemistry
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functions with integrated tools to ensure communication, data management, and work
process flow.

13.1.1.2.1.7 UNE Director -Quality and Performance Improvement

The UNE Director - Quality and Performance Improvement reports directly to the UNE
President, CEO and CNO and is responsible for developing and maintaining the QAP,
evaluating compliance to the program, and managing the resources providing vendor quality
assurance oversight. The UNE Director - Quality and Performance Improvement also
administers the Performance Improvement Programs including the Corrective Action, Self
Assessment, Human Performance Monitoring, and Operating Experience programs. The
functions associated with the corrective action program and performance improvement
assessments report to this position.

During the design and construction phases, the UNE Director - Quality and Performance
Improvement provides oversight of project management, engineering and procurement
activities and conducts audits and surveillances of the Consortium and other vendors and
suppliers. The UNE Director - Quality and Performance Improvement is also responsible for
developing operating, maintenance, and other plant procedures and programs that will be
used by plant staff. By reporting to the UNE President, CEO and CNO, the UNE Director -
Quality and Performance Improvement is completely independent of the UNE Senior Vice
President - Regulatory Affairs and Engineering, the UNE Senior Vice President - Proiects, and
the UNE Vice President - Procurement. Once the UNO Director - Quality and Performance
Improvement is staffed, a similar reporting arrangement will also ensure independence of the
site structure from the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3.

Planned UNO key executive positions are:

13.1.1.2.1.8 UNO Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer

The Senior Vice President and Chief Nuclear Officer (CNO)of Un*tarUNO NU"l.,ar Operating
Se.iEes.(UNO CNO) --C-reports to the UNE President, CEO and C-E-0.CNO. The UNO CNO takes
responsibility for overall nuclear safety upon loading of nuclear fuel as part of the
commissioning program.

The UNO CNO is responsible for overall plant nuclear safety and ensuFesensuring the
..S.a .UNOu rp.. S..ic-.s, LLC staff (corporate and site) provide acceptable

operations, maintenance, and technical support for CCNPP Unit 3. The UNO CNO acts through
his direct reports, UNO Vice President - Technical Support, UNO Vice President - Operations
Support, and UNO Vice President - Administrative Services at the corporate level and the UNO I
Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 at the site level. Independence of the performance and
gualityQuality ss't.an-eeAssurance functions is ensured by the UNO Director of- Quality and
Performance Improvement reporting directly to the UNO CNO.

The UNO CNO has ultimate responsibility for ensuring that nuclear and personnel safety
activities, including engineering, operations, operations support, maintenance, planning,
emergency preparedness, and radiation safety are conducted to high standards in accordance
with stationand fleet procedures.

13.1.1.2.1.8.1 UNO Vice President -Technical Support

The UNO Vice President - Technical Support reports to the UNO CNO and is responsible for
engineering and technical fleetsupport and oversight of site engineering activities.
Responsibilities include both site specific and generic design engineering to operating plants
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(including CCNPP Unit 3); engineering programs support; fleet level regulatory affairs, security, I
and emergency preparedness support; PRA; and fleet widemonitoring of system performance. I

The UNO Vice President - Technical Support is also responsible for nuclear fuel and related
business and technical support activities. This includes (in conjunction with the UNE Vice
President - Procurement) fuel procurement, conversion, enrichment, and fabrication.

13.1.1.2.1.8.2 UNO Vice President -Operations Support

The UNO Vice President - Operations Support reports to the UNO CNO and is responsible for
fleetmaintenance and operations services. Responsibilities include identifying and resolving
fleetissues; using trends, operating experience, and industry best practices to improve
fteetplant performance; coordinating the planning and execution of standard outage
schedules; and maintaining standardized fleet operating procedures and programs. The UNO
Vice President - Operations Support supports plant operation and maintenance through
fleetchemistry, RP, work management, maintenance, and operations personnel, including
provision of fleet-widemaintenance services for standard equipment where appropriate.

13.1.1.2.1.8.3 UNO Vice President - Administrative Services

The UNO Vice President - Administrative Services reports to the UNO CNO and provides
fleetadministrative !eyel non nucear support. Among these services are financial and
accounting support, human resources, corporate communications, document control, and
industrial safety.

13.1.1.2.1.8.4 UNO Director -Quality and Performance Improvement I
The UNO Director - Quality and Performance Improvement reports directly to the UNO CNO I
and is responsible for developing and maintaining the quality assurance program, evaluating
compliance to the program, and managing the resources providing fleet and vendor
oversight. The functions associated with the corrective action program and performance
improvement assessments report to this position.

During the design and construction phases, the UNO Director - Quality and Performance I
Improvement provides oversight of project management and engineering and procurement
activities and conducts audits and surveillances of the Consortium and other vendors and
suppliers. By reporting to the UNO CNO, the Director - Quality and Performance Improvement I
is completely independent of the UNO Senior Vice President - UNE Procurement and I
Engineering and the UNO Senior Vice President - Services. This reporting arrangement also I
ensures independence from the UniStaFUNO Nuclcar Operating S•r.i..s, •LC .orporate
organization structure and the site structure under the UNO Site Vice Presidet.,President -
CCNPP Unit 3.

13.1.1.2.1.8.5 UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 I
This onsite position reports to the UNO CNO and is described in Section 13.1.2.2.1.I

13.1.1.2.2 Relationship of Nuclear Organization to the Non-Nuclear Organization

UniStar Nuclcar Energy, LLC is a 5096i5996 strategkE jeint vcnturz between Censtellation
Energy Group, IncE. and EDF intcrnatienal, S. A. Each company provides Members cf the UNE
goecrning board. UJNE is otheirwise an independent Eempany with its own independcnt
C-erperate managemenzt structure (see Figure 13.1 3). CC-NPP Unit 3 is epcrated as a rnerc-hant,
Plant with ne dircct ties t3 a nen rcgulated utility.-
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UNE is comprised of fiesix general organizational areas: training-; procurement. engineering
and.infra.tru.tur.; procurementregulatory affairs-; proiects; quality and eng nering; - iervL
.......*performance improvement; project management, t affairs, and testing,
startup-admistrative and Ecommissioning; an independent .p...ating ,.rganizatien; and
nen-- E-c' orporate services such as finance, legal, and human resources. Threu.ghe. .- the
proje.. life cy.e, the desig.. ,l.n each UNE administrative area. chiefs, cEOnstruKtin, testing,vice
presidents training, and operation acti'itiesor directors report report thr.ugh .i.e pr.esident
to the UNE President,-CEO and C-ECNO of UNE. Nen 19cUea, support functions report
separately tee the Pr.esident and CEO.UNO is an independent operating subsidiary and UNS is
an independent services subsidiary.

Upon loadinqjgLeipt of nuclear fuel-fuel onsite, the UNO CNO assumes primary responsibility I
for nuclear safety. Within ni:*-aFUNO administrative Nu'lear Operating Ser--. es, LLC
nen ntie~ar-support is-will be provided through the UNO Vice President of- Administrative
Services.

13.1.1.2.3 Provisions of Technical Support for Operation

The UNE isGrouL , ... ed.. intewill provide fivesuupprt •• ".ipal . .eas-,for ..- W-"speeifiE.
fun,..tionS Supp,,ting the design, construction, testing, and operation of CCNPP Unit 3. Primary I
operational responsibility lieswill lie with Uni-tafrUN NuElear Operating Se..ices, LLC the I
Oper-te.operator Lienseelicensee of CCNPP Unit 3. UniStarUNO NUdea-•" peren..willl be I
SeWEies, LLC is organized at both the fleetcorporate and the site level with specific I
departments having clear responsibilities for operational support (see FiguesFigure 3113
and 13.1.5). I34-I.UNO UniStar Nuc•l.l Operating Se'ic.es, LLC corporate support
inEkudeswill include engineering, wefkwork management, operations, maintenance, RP, I
chemistry, emergency planning, QA, and administrative services. uniStafUNO NucElear I
Oper-ating S.r...es-, LLC site support ifdtdeswill include site specific resources, processes, and I
procedures in work management, maintenance, operations, RP, chemistry, engineering,
emergency planning, and QA oversight.

T4heOther remaining UNE . .ganizatienal unitsGroup members will support or supplement I
Uni5ta UNO Nu-cear praing Se.. ices. , LC with engineering support, supply chain, training,
information technology, and project management. Additional contracted resources for
specific technical areas such as reactor and steam generator servicing and large component
maintenance such as main turbine overhaul may be obtained as necessary.

The UNE Group may also call upon the extensive analytical and engineering expertise of its
parent organizationsthe EDF Group should the need arise.

13.1.1.3 Qualifications of Technical Support Personnel

The qualifications ef manageFsfor leadership and supcrisers of of the technical support n
organization meet the qualification requirements in education and experience for those
described in ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993 (ANSI, 1993), as endorsed and amended by Regulatory Guide
1.8, Revision 3 (NRC, 2000). The qualification and experience requirements of corporate
personnel are-will be established in corporate policies and procedures. TableTable 13.1-1 I
134----provides a cross reference between the ANSI positions and the organization specific I
positions.

13.1.2 Operating Organization

Figure -3-.131 3.1-6 shows the authority and lines of communication at UNO for the CCNPP
Unit 3 site organization. This organization includes operations, maintenance, radiological
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protection, chemistry, work management, engineering, training, and quality and performance
improvement. This organization is-will be responsible for operating and maintaining the plant, I
planning and scheduling work, radiation protection of plant personnel, controlling
radiological releases, ensuring industrial safety, refueling, quality control and inspection of
plant activities, and technical support of CCNPP Unit 3.

The UNO site organization is-will be responsible for ensuring quality assurance and
implementation of administrative controls necessary to ensure nuclear safety, industrial safety,
and radiation protection as specified in the Quality Assurance Program Description (QAPD)
described in Section 17.5, and other regulatory requirements. The site organization is-will be
responsible for reporting problems with plant equipment, facilities, and human performance
in accordance with the QAPD described in Section 17.5. Rules of practice are met through the
use of procedures and other administrative controls (such as policies and guidelines) and
include:

* Establishment of a quealiyuality ass-uranceAssurance pregrafProgram for the
operational phase;

* Preparation of procedures necessary to safely operate and maintain the plant and
carry out an effective quali tQualitvassuraneeAssurance pregramf;Program;

* A program for review and audit of activities affecting plant safety; and

* Programs and procedures necessary to ensure nuclear, radiological, and personnel
safety.

The site staff ifntkdeswill include the trained personnel necessary to meet the applicable fire
protection program regulatory requirements, including an on-shift fire brigade (see Section
9.5). Additionally, the Physical Security Plan provided in Part 8 of the COL Application meets
the applicable requirements for a physical protection plan.

CCNPP Unit 3 does not share operating staff with CCNPP Units 1 and 2.

13.1.2.1 Plant Organization

The UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Sitc Vicc Prcsidcnt has overall responsibility for
station operation. The succession of responsibility for overall plant operations is provided in
Section 13.1.2.2. The onsite staff reports to the CCNPP-Site Vice President - Unit 3ite-Vi-e
PresideRt.. Certain positions located onsite are functionally responsible to the appropriate
offsite executive management, but administratively support the UNO Site Vice President -
CCNPP Unit 3Site Vicz Presidcnt..

Responsible management and supervisory personnel have the authority to delegate tasks to
another qualified individual within their organization provided the designated individual
possesses the required qualifications and these qualifications are documented. The
delegations shall be in writing. The responsible manager or supervisor retains the ultimate
responsibility and accountability for implementing the applicable requirements.

An estimate of the number of persons to be assigned to various groups for the key
organization positions to satisfy ANS-3.1 requirements is provided in TableTable 13.1-1 -3. 4
and the planned UNO organizational arrangemesntstructure is provided in Figure 1-3.4-.13.1-6. I
The staffing schedule is provided in Figure-13.-t5.13.1-7.
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13.1.2.2 Plant Personnel Responsibilities and Authorities

13.1.2.2.1 UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3Ste Voce President--

The UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Sitewill Vi-eLe portPeidet-repets-to the UNO I
Senior Vice President and Chief Nu•IearUNO CNO Gffi^er, UniStar NU,..a, Operating Scryiz.,
LLC-and is directly responsible for overall plant nuclear safety, implementation of the n
... e...F QAPD, and management and direction of the safe, efficient, and reliable operation of
CCNPP Unit 3. The UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site ,:e Prsidz, , is responsible for I
the station's compliance with its NRI• Combined Operating Li,•,,s,, icense governmental I
regulations, and ASME Code requirements. Additionally, the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP I
Unit 3 Site Vize Prcsid*nt has overall responsibility for occupational and public radiation safety I
consistent with FSAR Chapter 12.

Reporting to the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site Vice President are the UNO Plant
General Manare.,Manager - CCNPP Unit 3, the UNO Manager of Engineering, and the UNO
Manager of Training & , ,f,,m.. . . ,.,,..... . The Independent Review e...ii.itteeBody
(gR-)(IRB) also reports to the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site V.. President...
During the startup period, the UNO Site Commissioning Manager, who is a diteEtmatrixed
report of the UNS Manager of Commissioning Integration, is also a .... ti...eddirect report of
the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site Mke Pri• s de.. I

The succession of responsibility for overall plant management in the event of absences,
incapacitation of personnel, or other circumstances requiring delegation of authority is as
follows, unless otherwise delegated in writing:

1. UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site Vize Pres;dznt;;

2. UNO Plant General ManaManagerg- CCNPP Unit 3; I
3. UNO Operations Manager; and

4. UNO Shift Manager

The succession of authority includes issuance of standing or special orders, as required.

13.1.2.2.1.1 UNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 3 I
The Plant General Manager reports to the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 Site ViEe
President and is responsible for plant operations, maintenance, work control, radiation
protection, and chemistry. The UNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 3 is responsible for I
the safe, reliable, and efficient operation of the plant within the constraints of applicable
regulatory requirements, G !f"., Li.,ns e and the qual QualitI
a5s%.aseeAssurance pr•egranProgram by providing day-to-day direction, management, and I
oversight of onsite activities. The UNO Plant General ManatgerManager - CCNPP Unit 3, in
carrying out the responsibility for overall safety of plant operations, is responsible for timely
referral of appropriate plant matters to management and independent reviewers. Areas of
responsibility also include chemistry activities, health physics/radiological protection,
operations and support, work management, records management, maintenance and
production planning, and related procedures and programs.Thrugh the Fire M ''arshall, t
Plant Gneral Manager .5 Fespensible fer implementatien efthe fire pfetetien program as I
desc-ribed in 5Sction 9.5.
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13.1.2.2.1.1.1 UNO Operations Manager I

The UNO Operations Manager reports to the UNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 3 and I
is responsible for the day-to-day operation of the plant. The UNO Operations Manager is
responsible for ensuring in-plant activities meet appropriate standards of nuclear and
personnel safety and that the plant is operated reliably and efficiently within the constraints of
applicable regulatory requirements. This position has the authority to remove equipment
from service and to shutdown the station if it is in the interest of nuclear safety or to ensure
the health and safety of the public. The UNO Operations Manager or the UNO General
Supervisor - Shift Operations shall hold a Senior Reactor Operator's license and will be the
senior plant license holder.

Reporting to and supporting the Operations Manager are the UNO General Supervisor - Shift
Operations and the UNO General Supervisor - Operations Support. During startup and
commissioning, UNO the Site Commissioning Irtegratiek,,Integration Supervisor, the UNO Test
Analysis &and Dccumentatien,Documentation Supervisor, the UNO Mechanical
Commiszici,,,Commissioning Supervisor, the UNO Electrical CemmlissieninigCommissioning
Supervisor, and the I&C Commissioning Supe r6isrsSupervisor (who each report to the
6NWEUNO Site Commissioning Manager) also report to and coordinate with the UNO
Operations Manager to ensure startup and commissioning activities are conducted safely and
in accordance with station expectations and procedures.

13.1.2.2.1.1.1.1 UNO General Supervisor - Shift Operations I
The UNO General Supervisor - Shift Operations reports to the UNO Operations Manager, I
serves as assistant manager, may be the senior license holder, and is responsible for:

* Shift operations in accordance with the applicable regulations and requirements, the
eperating license, plant technical specifications, and written policies and procedures; I

* Through the UNO Shift Managers, providing supervision of operating shift personnel
for operational activities including the emergency teams and fire brigade;

* Coordinating shift activities with other functional site units;

* Ensuring proper training and qualification of shift personnel; and

* Management of programs and policies for operating activities.

The UNO Shift Managers, discussed in Section 13.1.2.3.1, report to the UNO General Supervisor
- Shift Operations. The UNO General Supervisor - Shift Operations may assume the duties of
the UNO Operations Manager in his absence.

13.1.2.2.1.1.1.2 UNO General Supervisor - Operations Support

The UNO General Supervisor - Operations Support reports to the UNO Operations Manager,
may serve as assistant manager, and is responsible for the management of programs and
policies for operating activities. Through direct reports, the UNO Supervisor ef- Operations
Support and the UNO Supervisor ef- Operational Programs, the UNO General Supervisor -
Operations Support is responsible for:

* Operations support activities in accordance with the applicable regulations and
requirements, the eperatnglicense, plant technical specifications, and written policies I
and procedures;
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* Supervision of operations support personnel and operations support activities;

* Supervision of operations procedures maintenance; and

* Maintaining and ensuring effective implementation of operational programs.

Additionally, through the Fire Marshall, the UNO General Supervisor - Operations Support is
responsible for supervision and effective implementation of the plant fire brigade including
maintenance of fire brigade members' qualifications, provision of proper fire safety equipment
for the brigade, on-shift staffing, and drills in accordance with the Fire Protection program as
described in Section 9.5.

13.1.2.2.1.1.2 UNO Work Control Manager I

The UNO Work Control Manager reports to the UNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 3 I
and is responsible for the safe and efficient implementation of the plant work control process
including planning, scheduling, and monitoring of maintenance, engineering, and related
support functions performed at the plant. The UNO Work Control Manager is also responsible
for identifying and implementing improvements to the work control process.

Reporting to the UNO Work Control Manager are the UNO Work Week Managers, the UNO
Scheduling Supervisor, and the UNO Outage Planning and Scheduling Supervisor.

13.1.2.2.1.1.2.1 UNO Work Week Manager

The UNO Work Week Managers are responsible for the integration and coordination of
schedules, personnel, and logistics for activities scheduled for their assigned work weeks
including coordination of departmental activities; preventative, corrective, and elective
maintenance; parts and materials availability, etc. The UNO Work Week Manager also
coordinates the daily work screening and prioritization process.

13.1.2.2.1.1.2.2 UNO Scheduling Supervisor I

The UNO Scheduling Supervisor is responsible for implementation of the life-cycle I
maintenance scheduling process. The UNO Scheduling Supervisor is also responsible for I
ensuring corrective maintenance is properly scheduled in accordance with plant procedures
and processes.

13.1.2.2.1.1.2.3 UNO Outage & Planning Supervisor

The UNO Outage & Planning Supervisor is responsible for maintaining standard maintenance,
project, and resource planning templates for on-line and off-line work scope. The UNO Outage
& Planning Supervisor coordinates with corporate outage planning to establish and
implement standard outage plans and packages. The UNO Outage & Planning Supervisor is
also responsible for integration of plant specific outage work into the standard outage
schedule templates.

13.1.2.2.1.1.3 UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager

The UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager reports to the UNO Plant General Manager
- CCNPP Unit 3 and is responsible for providing for the radiological health and safety of plant
personnel (including maintaining plant staff dose as low as reasonably achievable in
accordance with Chapter 12) and members of the public. The UNO Radiation Protection/
Chemistry Manager is also responsible for managing the radioactive waste programs and for
the implementation of the plant chemistry and non-radiological environmental monitoring
programs. The UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager functions as the Radiation
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Protection Manager (RPMRPMJ when de..... .... or purposes of ANSI/ANS-3.1-1 993 (ANSI.

1993). I

UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager duties include:

* Implementation of the-ALARA program and procedures, radiation protection program
and plnt ALARA programrs;procedures. radioactive liquid and gaseous effluent
releases and associated offsite doses management programs and procedures, offsite
dose calculation manual and procedures, radiological effluent technical specifications/
standard radiological effluent controls program and procedures;

* Provision of radiological and chemistry input into work and design planning;

* Tracking, analysis, and correction of trends in radiation work performance;

* Scheduling and conduct of radiological surveys, contamination sample collection, and
determining contamination levels;

* Assignment . f we. . Managing radiological risk .. strit....&.through radiation work

permits;

* Maintenance of required records in accordance with federal and state codes;-afvd

* Maintenance of primary and secondary plant chemistry in accordance with
established program requirements.requirements;.

* Implementation of programs and controls for processing solid radiactive wastes
(process control program); andI

* Implementation of the radiological environmental monitoring program.

In this capacity as the RPM and in accordance with approved procedures, the UNO Radiation
Protection/Chemistry Manager has authority to direct or delegate direction of radiation
protection staff to stop work or order an area evacuated when, the radiation conditions
warrant such an action and the action is consistent with plant safety.

13.1.2.2.1.1.3.1 UNO Supervisor - Chemistry Support

The UNO Supervisor - Chemistry Support reports to the Radiation Protection/Chemistry I
Manager and is responsible for implementation and coordination of the plant Chemistry
Program, including overall operation of any laboratories and non-radiological environmental
monitoring. The UNO Supervisor - Chemistry Support is also responsible for the administration I
and implementation of procedures and programs to ensure effective compliance with
environmental regulations.

13.1.2.2.1.1.3.2 UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Shift Supervisors I
The individuals in these positions report to the UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Manager I
and are responsible for in plant radiation protection and chemistry operations that include but
are not limited to contamination control, radiation work permits, radiological surveys and
surveillance activities, respiratory protection for radiological and industrial safety, the ALARA
program, radiation protection job coverage, personnel external dosimetry program, personnel
internal dosimetry program, radioactive effluent release monitoring, and radiological
environmental monitoring activities. The UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Shift I
Supervisors and the UNO Radiation Protection Technicians and eews" yUte :hfiEian NO
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Chemistry Technicians reporting to them work in a shift rotation with operations to provide
radiation protection and chemistry coverage 24 hours per day.

13.1.2.2.1.1.3.3 UNO Supervisor - Radiation Protection Support I
The UNO Supervisor - Radiation Protection Support reports to the UNO Radiation Protection/
Chemistry Manager and is responsible for ALARA planning, work package reviews in support
of work control, RP input to proposed design changes, and maintenance of RP programs and
procedures.

13.1.2.2.1.1.3.4 UNO Supervisor - Materials Processing

The UNO Supervisor - Materials Processing reports to the UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry I
Manager and is responsible for the pfercesing-processing, sorting, packaging, storage, and
shippin#shipment of low-level radioactive wastes to disposal sites or storage facilities, and
shipment of radioactive materials and equipment to waste processors and equipment
manufacturers for maintenance in accordance with applicable federal, state, and local
regulations.

13.1.2.2.1.1.4 UNO Maintenance Manager I

The UNO Maintenance Manager reports to the UNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 3 I
and is responsible for implementation of the maintenance programs and processes including
performance of preventative and corrective maintenance, equipment tests and surveillances
for which maintenance is responsible, and implementation of approved modifications in
accordance with applicable standards, codes, specifications, and procedures. The UNO
Maintenance Manager is supported by discipline supervisors and their staffs in the
performance of mechanical, electrical, I&C, and digital control maintenance and testing. Each
discipline supervisor is responsible for coordination with other plant staff organizations to
facilitate safe and effective maintenance.

13.1.2.2.1.1.4.1 UNO General Supervisor - Maintenance Support I
The UNO General Supervisor - Maintenance Support reports to the UNO Maintenance I
Manager and is responsible for maintenance programs such as non-destructive examination
(NDE), equipment reliability, predictive maintenance, etc. The UNO General Supervisor - I
Maintenance Support is also responsible for component analysis and maintenance through a
staff of materials and test equipment personnel and component engineers including the
day-to-day implementation of a testing, calibration, and maintenance program for
instruments and controls, measuring and test equipment as described in the UniStalr Nudcar I
Quality Assurance Program Description.

The UNO General Supervisor - Maintenance Support assists work management in the planning I
of future maintenance efforts and in the planning and scheduling of preventive and corrective
maintenance and surveillance testing.

13.1.2.2.1.1.4.2 UNO General Supervisor - Shift Maintenance I
The UNO General Supervisor - Shift Maintenance reports to the UNO Maintenance Manager
and supervises teams of multidiscipline maintenance technicians trained and skilled in
mechanical, electrical, and basic I&C maintenance. These technicians are formed into shifts,
which will rotate with operations to provide 24 hour maintenance. Preventative, elective, and I
corrective maintenance planned and scheduled by Work Management with the support of the
UNO General Supervisor - Maintenance Support and the UNO General Supervisor - Shift I
Maintenance is performed by shift maintenance technicians on the rotating shifts.
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Additionally, emergent maintenance meeting the criteria for the plant "fix it now" process can
be planned and executed by the maintenance shift technicians under the direction of the UNO I
Maintenance Shift Supervisors with the review and concurrence of the UNO Shift Manager or
his designee.

13.1.2.2.1.1.4.3 UNO Supervisor - Digital Contro/l'nf.rm.tion Controls/ITehneloegyT I
The UNO Supervisor - Digital Cntr....ln..f.rm.tinontrols/lTeEh. n elegyreports to the UNOT.
Maintenance Manager and is responsible for the testing; troubleshooting; and elective,
preventative, and corrective maintenance of the digital controls. UNO Digital Control/IT I
Technicians performing digital control maintenance are grouped in a separate discipline with
a discipline specific supervisor due to the unique skills and training required for
troubleshooting and repair of digital and computerized hardware and software systems. The
UNO Supervisor - Digital .................... ontrols/IT .eeh..e.egy and staff will also
support troubleshooting and repair of the basic plant IT systems.

13.1.2.2.1.2 UNO Manager of Engineering

The UNO Manager of Engineering reports to the UNO Site Vice President - CCNPP 3 and
functionally to the UNO Vice President - Technical Support (corporate) and is responsible for
site engineering activities related to operations, maintenance, and design change
implementation activities. The UNO Manager of Engineering directs the UNO General
SuperviseFsSupervisor of- System Engineering and En-gineefinngineering support in
day-to-day engineering activities including engineering programs, equipment reliability,
system engineering, PRA, design engineering, and configuration management.

13.1.2.2.1.2.1 UNO General Supervisor - System Engineering I
The UNO General Supervisor - System Engineering reports to the UNO Manager of I
Engineering and is responsible for supervising a technical staff of engineers and other
engineering specialists. These individuals coordinate their work with that of other groups.
They are responsible for balance of plant, electrical, mechanical, I&C, and reactor systems
focusing on day to day equipment and operational issues. These individuals monitor system
performance to ensure and improve equipment reliability and assist in conducting the
operational tests and analyzing the results. The UNO General Supervisor - System Engineering j
coordinates with corporate engineering to evaluate system performance data at--feetfor U.S.
EPRs leve4Ir-fefor_ the early detection and, if necessary, correction of performance trends. I
Reporting to the UNO General Supervisor - System Engineering are a-the UNO Supervisor - I
Balance of Plant Systems and UNO Supervisor and- Nuclear Systems Supervisereach with I
responsibility for system performance in their specific area.

13.1.2.2.1.2.2 UNO General Supervisor- Engineering Support I
The UNO General Supervisor - Engineering tuppertSupport reports to the UNO Manager of I
Engineering and is responsible for, through a staff of technical staff of engineers and
supervisors, implementing and maintaining the engineering programs, reliability engineering,
PRA, on-site design engineering functions, and configuration management.

The engineering function related to support of the Fire Protection Program is also provided by
the UNO General Supervisor - Engineering Support in close coordination with the
Opeateie,,Fire Marshall to ensure adequate implementation of the Fire Protection Program.

13.1.2.2.1.3 UNO Manager of Training& Performance Improvement ,

The UNO Manager of Training and PzForrne ... p....n..t .eports to the UNO Site Vice. .
President - CCNPP Unit 3 and functionally to the Scnier Y•.. Picesid^nt Tai g'--'enior UNE"
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executive for training Strategy, and .nfraStructe (p•...rat.).. . The UNO Manager of Training
& P..fo.manc. l,..Po....nt is responsible for implementation and evaluation of the plant's
training programs in accordance with UNE standard training, regulatory requirements, and
accreditation standards. Training responsibilities include determining the need for training
based on information provided by the various groups, developing performance based training
programs, implementing training programs to support employee and facility needs,
evaluating training programs, and maintaining training and qualification records. The UNO
Manager of Training and Prf..rman. lmprev.m.nt cnsures proper training program
maintenance implementation through training supervisors, instructors, and support
personnel with responsibility for specific training disciplines. Training disciplines include
accredited training areas such as licensed operator initial and continuing training,
maintenance training, engineering training and non-accredited training areas such as general
employee access training (GET), emergency plan and emergency response organization
training, security training.

The Manageir ef Training and Perfermafte lrnpr 'zvment is also rcspensible for administratin
of the zorrficevi aztien, non~enfeFrmaRn, self assssment, and industry eperatingcprcz

The UNO Manager of Training and Prfrman,,_ . mprov.m.nt reports directly to the UNO Site
Vice President - CCNPP Unit 3 to provide for independence from operating pressures and to
enable the ability to hold line managers accountable for the specific training needs of their
personnel. The UNO Manager of Training and P, ,.rman ... ,, .,,..m.nt reports functionally
to the .. nio .. i. .President Training, Strat.gy, & Infrastructuresenior UNE executive
responsible for training to ensure standardization of training material a-n pregram
.mp•e..etatie. is maintained aeress thýfor ef-U.S. EPRs.

13.1.2.2.1.4 UNO Site Director -Quality and Performance Improvement

The UNO Site Director - Quality and Performance Improvement reports to the UNO Director -
Quality and Performance Improvement (eeperate•and functionally reports to the UNO Site
Vice PFesidentPresident- CCNPP Unit 3 with matrix reporting to the UNE Director - Quality
and Performance Improvement. This reporting relationship will ensure independence from
operational pressures and line responsibilities.

A staff of Qua.ky,•Ass.aRsieePerformance Improvement personnel report to the UNO Site
Director - Quality and Performance Improvement- and._are r.spon.ibl" for . .nduc.ing
inspcctiens, tests, and audits fer ensuiring that quality rdlated a~tiyaties haye been eerfeet',
perfeormcd, identifying any quality prebIerns and vefifying implementation of apprepriate
..... i.ns t. quality p.....s.. The UNO Site Director - Quality and Performance Improvement
has-will also be responsible for administration of Performance Improvement Programs,
including the authority, gig aCco. ..dan. .with the QAPDCorrective Action, Self-Assessment,
Human Performance Monitoring, and applicable prcdurcs, to .ss..Ind.ustry Operating
Experience Prog rams.stp w.... deFs.. when plant a-.i.iti. s m"a ........... afety or quality

The following responsibilities are included for startup testing and operations:

* QA Technical Support;

* Quality Engineering support of startup organization;

* Oversight of startup activities;
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* QA selected reviews and oversight of programs developed for operations including,
but not limited to, the identification of QA Level 1 SSCs and any changes thereto, their
performance, and verifying and maintaining the facility design basis;

* QA selected reviews and oversight of operations, including maintenance, testing and
modification procedures;

* Review and concurrence of changes to the identified QA Level 1 items that could
affect their function;

* QA Oversight of operations procedure implementation;

* Quality Control (QC) Inspection certification process; and

* Applicable discipline QC inspections of modifications to QA Level 1 components.

13.1.2.2.1.5 Independent Review CommitteeBody

During the OpeF.ratensoperational phase, an Independent Re^iewCom.itt.. (IRC), r.p.- ting
indenendent review body (IRB'i will he estahlikhed tn th.'- S.itr- V.-- Pr.-•.d.--. w..--.---- •prsv in •n

advisory capacity on matters related to nuclear safety. The .RC iS comp.•,d . f a mini-mum oe
f..e m.mbe.s. N. me .. than a minrity of m. mbe. s may be from In discharging its review
responsibilities, the .nsitc .pr.ating organization. A minimum .f the .hairman or altnrn tiv.

I I

. La... tr..,,,...,..,~a .,.., .. n.... .J.LI ~ ~ t, ~.. U.. I.. ... L.... *.L.... .......

appoints, in writing, the members of the IFIC, including the IFIC Chairperson andthe VI--
" pc30 aV.. 0**U ItlL F lt † LL.I. ,tetL.ir FneII~LI e IJIL. eite i IFitingLL. . . aym It

IRC -ChaipeF50-IRB will keep safety considerations paramount when opposed to seFr-•,on a
t.mpr.ary basis. Each alt,. .at. will have the sm..arme ..a of c• nise, cost or schedule

a.U U Ii. " iWU I I Iu l - IjaI IILULISI 1a l ;IJIG " Ia Gy lUII L= IV% II uY L lUIII LIII: lUl ILIIUI 1.a 1

fnembcr being replacod;

Consultants and IEntractors shall be used forF the rcview of Eeomplex problomns bcyond the
"-"p-ftise of the .. ,C.

Altr,,ate ... mbeS shall be app.int.d in writing by th... "C Chairpc.sen to se e-aon a
temper~ary basis. Each altornate shall meet the mninimum qualificzations for the MGI, an~d shall
have the same arca ef expertise as the Member being Fep!accd.

.RC dutiRs irevude are sp' mnea

1. IRB reviews are suIDIlemented as follows:

a. A qualified person, independent of the preparer, reviews proposed changes in the
procedures as described in the FSAR prior to implementation of the change to
determine if a technical specification chanae or NRC approval is reauired.

b. Audits of selected changes in the procedures described in the FSAR are performed
to verify that procedure reviews and revision controls are effectively implemented.

c. Competent individual(s) or group(s) other than those who performed the original
design but who may be from the same organization verify that chanqes to the
facility do not result in a loss of adequate design or safety margins.

2. The results of IRB reviews of matters involving the safe operation of the facility are to
be periodically independently reviewed. This review is intended to support
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management in identifying and resolving issues potentially affecting safe plant
operation. This review supplements the existing corrective action programs and
audits.

a. The review is to be performed by a team consisting of personnel with experience
and competence in the activities being reviewed, but independent from cost and
schedule considerations and from the organizations responsible for those
activities. The IRB supervisor or chairman has a minimum six (6) years combined
manaaerial and technical SUPoort experience. The members of the IRB should

have a minimum of five years of experience in their own area of responsibility as
applicable to the activities being reviewed (i.e., a minimum of five years of
experience in one of the twelve areas listed below:

(1) Nuclear power plant operations

(2) Nuclear engineering

(3) Chemistry and radiochemistry

(4) Metallurgy

(5) Nondestructive testing

(6) Instrumentation and control

(7) Radiological safety

(8) Mechanical enaineerina

(9) Electrical engineering

(10) Administrative control and quality assurance practices

(11) Training

(12) Emergency plans and related procedures and equipment).

b. The review is supplemented by reports from outside consultants or organizations
as necessary to ensure the IRB has the requisite expertise and competence.

c. Results of the review are documented and reported to responsible management.

d. UNO management periodically will consider issues that an IRB determines warrant
special attention. such as deficient olant oroarams. declinina oerformance trends.

employee concerns, or other issues related to safe plant operations and determine
what issues warrant the review.

e. Management will determine the scheduling and scope of review and the
composition of the IRB Derformina the review.

41 Prop-sed eh-ngvs te the fazility as deSEribed in the FSAR te erify that ,U.h .hangs
do net advcrzcly affe~t safc and whetheF a techR*Ea! spczifleatien change er NRC-

rv.'icw i rcqird;, I
CCNPPUnit3 13-35
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* Prepesed tests and expefiments net d esEbedi in the FSAR priorf to imp!mentation to

vetrify that tests or experiments ao net rcgluirz a tezcnnizal spe imicatien Enange or 14miL

Propescd technical specification Ehanges and license amendments relating to nudcear
safct prior to irnplermzntatien, eNccpt in these Eases where the Ehange is idcnaticral to
a previously apprcced change;

Violations, deviations, and rcpertable v.yznts that arc rcguircd to be rzPerted to th
NRC in writing within 24 hours. This reyiew ineludes the rzsults of ivtgairsand
rccommncrdations resulting firom such investigatiens te prcvcnt or rcducc the
prebability efre~urr.neof thez.event;

4

r' Any ;.. ma 'tell: • F ;a,.^ te ul; af sf ety tha•t- Dis Fe-uest1 bA y•^ the •. loes e t" and .,i .

Executiye Officcr, Sate Vicc President, Plant General Manager-, or any IRC mcnmber;,

" Corrcctivc actionS forSignificant conditions adversc to quality.

Additionally, the 'RE determnines the adequazy of the audit program ever; two yearlS.-

13.1.2.2.1.6 Other Programmatic Reviews and Controls

Programmatic controls and processes (such as plant operations review committees, plant
review boards, safety review committees, work planning and controls, corrective action and
reporting programs, etc.) are established to assess and manage potential adverse safety and
security issues and trends to ensure that emergent and planned operations or activities are
identified, reviewed, approved, monitored, and documented as appropriate. These
programmatic controls include reviews of proposed changes to the facility as described in the
FSAR; reviews of violations, deviations, and reportable events; results of investigations; review
of corrective actions; and reviews of audits to ensure that safety issues and issues involving
physical protection, including the safety/security interface, will be appropriately addressed
(NRC, 2009). The results of these programmatic controls and processes may be used as inputs
to the IRB function in accordance with Section 13.1.2.2.1.5.2.b.

13.1.2.2.2 Site Commissioning Manager

The UNO Site Commissioning Manager reports to the UNS Manager -of Commissioning
Integration (Eefrperate) and functionally reports to the UNO Site Vice PresidWent.President -
CCNPP Unit 3. The UNO Site Commissioning Manager is responsible for oversight and proper
implementation of the preoperational and startup test program, including providing technical
advice to people conducting the tests, briefing personnel responsible for operation of the
plant during the tests, ensuring that the tests are performed in accordance with the applicable
procedures, and reviewing test results and analyses.

The UNO Site Commissioning Manager executes these responsibilities through supervisors
and technical personnel for mechanical, electrical, and I&C commissioning as well as overall
integration of commissioning testing and test analysis and documentation. The supervisors in
these areas functionally report to the UNO Operations Manager to ensure efficient integration
of commissioning staff with the plant operational staff for the testing and commissioning
phase.

13.1.2.3 UNO Operating Shift Crews

Table 13.1 2Table 13.1-2 defines the position titles, license requirements and minimum shift
staffing for various modes of operation. The operating shift staffing meets or exceeds the
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requirements of NUREG-0737, Action Plan Items I.A.1.1 and I.A.1.3 (NRC, 1980), 10 CFR
50.54(m) (CFR, 2008), and the NRC's "Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift" (NRC,
1986).

In addition, radiation protection coverage is provided by a qualified UNO Radiation Protection I
Technician assigned to the shift and fire protection coverage is provided by the Fire Brigade
Team members.

Plant administrative procedures implement the required shift staffing and establish crews with
sufficient qualified plant personnel to staff the operational shifts for normal, abnormal, and
emergency operational conditions. Work schedules are established that minimize overtime for
plant staff performing safety related activities in accordance with applicable regulatory
requirements and plant procedures. Shift crew alignments and staffing may be modified
during outages in accordance with regulatory work hour limitation requirements and plant
administrative procedures.

13.1.2.3.1 UNO Shift Manager

The UNO Shift Manager is a licensed Senior Reactor Operator reporting to the UNO General
Supervisor - Shift Operations responsible for overall control room management and has direct
responsibility for the conduct of operations. The Shift Manager has the authority to direct the
activities of personnel on-site as required to protect the health and safety of the public;
protect the health and safety of site personnel; prevent damage to site systems, structures,
and components; and comply with applicable regulatory requirements and the pIamf
eperating license.

The UNO Shift Manager acts as the Emergency Director and in the event of a potential or
actual emergency, until properly relieved in accordance with the Emergency Plan and has the
authority to activate the Emergency Response Organization, to make the necessary
notifications to federal, state, and local officials and to direct plant personnel to report to plant
to provided necessary technical support.

This UNO Shift Manager is responsible for the training and qualification of his shift personnel
and participates in operator training, retraining, and requalification by providing guidance,
direction, and instruction to shift and training personnel.

In the absence of the UNO Site Vice Prscidantpresident- CCNPP Unit 3, the UNO Plant General I
Manager, and the UNO Operations Manager, the on-shift Shift Manager assumes responsibility I
for plant functions as described in Section 13.1.2.2.1.

13.1.2.3.2 UNO Control Room Supervisor

The UNO Control Room Supervisor (CRS) is a licensed SRO reporting to the Shift Manager. The
UNO CRS is responsible for the administrative functions of the shift such that the Shift
Manager's command and control function is not overburdened. In this capacity, he directly
supervises the licensed and non-licensed shift personnel and provides direct oversight of
control room operations. The UNO CRS provides:

* Direct supervision of changes to reactor power level by Reactor Operators, including
plant startup and shutdown;

* Initiation of immediate actions required by normal, abnormal, or emergency operating
procedures in any plant upset situation;
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* Adherence to plant technical specification requirements;

* Assignment of qualified shift personnel to scheduled work;

* Oversight of maintenance and testing;

* Review of routine operating data for trends and anomalies; and

* Assignment of administrative tasks such as work package reviews, procedure reviews,
and clearance preparation.

13.1.2.3.3 UNO Senior Reactor Operator

The Senior Reactor Operators report to the Shift Manager and shall have a Senior Operator's
license (SRO). The Senior Reactor Operator assists the Shift Manager, and is normally in charge
of the Reactor Operators on shift. Normally, the Senior Operator stands watch in the control
room as the CRS; however, the Senior Reactor Operator may leave the control room provided
the requirements for control room manning are met.

13.1.2.3.4 UNO Shift Technical Advisor

In accordance with NUREG 0737 TMI Action Plan item I.A.1.1, each shift will have a UNO Shift
Technical Advisor (STA) reporting to the UNO Shift Manager to provide technical assistance to
the operating shift during normal and abnormal conditions.

Because of the comprehensive ability to monitor the plant provided by the digital controls
and the level of training provided to the licensed operators, the UNO STA position may be
eliminated by combining it with a UNO Senior Reactor Operator position in accordance with
Option 1 of the Commission Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift.

13.1.2.3.5 UNO Reactor Operator

UNO Reactor Operators are licensed personnel who perform their duties under the direction of
the UNO CRS or UNO Shift Manager. They are responsible for routine plant operations and
performance of major evolutions, including direct manipulation of the controls affecting
reactor power level. UNO Reactor Operator duties include responding to normal, abnormal,
and emergency conditions in accordance with approved plant procedures; directing the
activities of UNO Auxiliary Operators; monitoring plant parameters and indications; reviewing
routine plant operating data to ensure proper equipment operation; identifying potential
adverse equipment conditions or plant trends; effecting changes to plant power level,
including plant startup and shutdown, and adhering to the plant's technical specifications.

13.1.2.3.6 Auxiliary Operator

UNO Auxiliary Operators serve at the direction of the UNO Reactor Operator, UNO Senior
Reactor Operator, and UNO Shift Manager performing duties outside of the control room to
ensure safe plant operation. They assist in plant startups and shutdowns, perform surveillance
activities outside of the control room, make routine in-plant checks of equipment operation,
perform abnormal and emergency operations outside of the control room in accordance with
applicable plant procedures, and operate in-plant equipment including placing it in service or
removing it from service as directed from the main control room.}

13.1.3 Qualifications of Nuclear Plant Personnel

13.1.3.1 Qualification Requirements

Table ,3.1 A-Table 13.1-1 identifies the specific positions identified in ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993
(ANSI, 1993), the corresponding plant specific title, and the corresponding titles from the
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plant-specific organization. Plant personnel will meet the minimum qualification requirements I
for education and experience as described in ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993 as endorsed by Regulatory
Guide 1.8, Revision 3 (NRC, 2000), except for the following clarifications or differences.

Licensed operators shall comply with the requirements of 10 CFR 55.

* {For a non-licensed applicant (an instant candidate) for a SRO license, Regulatory
Guide 1.8, Revision 3, requires at least six months of the responsible nuclear power
plant experience to be at the plant for which the instant candidate seeks a license. The
CCNPP Unit 3 candidates for an SRO license will not meet this requirement. The basis
for this exception is provided in NEI 06-13A,-Rey-_ITApp. A, (NEI, .O),)2009) as
discussed in Section 13.2.

* For an applicant for a Reactor Operator license, Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 3,
requires at least one year of the power plant experience be at the plant for which an
applicant seeks a license. The CCNPP Unit 3 candidates for a Reactor Operator license
will not meet this requirement. The basis for this exception is provided in NEI 06-13A,
Rev-_ , App. A, (NEI, 2OW28)2091 as discussed in Section 13.2.

* For an applicant for a Reactor Operator license, ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993 requires that the
individual have 3 months experience as an extra person on shift in training before
being assigned Reactor Operator duties. The individuals that will serve for the first
cycle of plant operation will not possess this experience prior to being assigned
Reactor Operator duties. The basis for this exception is provided in NEI 06-13A, Rev
App. A, (NEI, 2GQ8)2009) as discussed in Section 13.2.

* ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993 endorsed ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1989 (ANSI, 1989) for the
qualifications criteria for Quality Control personnel, while Regulatory Guide 1.8,
Revision 3, endorsed Supplement 2S-1, "Supplementary Requirements for the
Qualification of Inspection and Test Personnel," of ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1983 (ANSI,
1983). The Quality Control personnel for CCNPP Unit 3 will meet the education and
experience requirements of Supplement 2S-1 of ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1994 (ANSI, 1994).

* ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993 endorsed ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1989 for the qualifications criteria for
Quality Assurance personnel, while Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 3 endorsed
Supplement 2S-3, "Supplementary Requirements for the Qualification of Inspection
and Test Personnel," of ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1983. The Quality Assurance personnel for
CCNPP Unit 3 will meet the education and experience requirements of Supplement
2S-3 of ANSI/ASME NQA-1 -1994, with the exception of the lead auditors. They will be
qualified as described in Sectien S of the UniStar Nu.edar QAPD.

* Regulatory Guide 1.8, Revision 3, provides an alternative for the formal educational
and experience requirements for Quality Assurance positions. It permits other factors
to be utilized to provide sufficient demonstration of their abilities. These factors are to
be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and approved and documented by the plant
manager. 44Sta UNO-Nt.Kea•-,will utilize this alternative; however, the incumbent's
manager, with the approval of the UNO Director - Quality and Performance
Improvement, versus the plant manager, will approve the use of the alternative. I
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13.1.3.2 Qualification of Plant Personnel

Re.smes and eti
management an

Fr., •dumzntati•n and exper~irel. Upon selection of initial appointees to
d su...:is..r. p.sitionsplant personnel, documentation of aualifications will

b__e-aravailable for review.
g g g m I

iiiesumcs will be prc'lded upon request after pes~tcns arc tiflcd.J I
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Table 13.1-1- (Generic Position/Site Specific Position Cross Reference)
(Page 1 of 5)

Estimated Numbers of Full Time Equivalents

Function Position Design
(ANS-3.1-1993 Nuclear Plant Position Review Construction Pre-op Operational

Nuclear Function section) (Site-Specific) Phase phase Phase Phase

Executive Chief Nuclear Officer UNO Senior Vice 0 1 1 1
Management
(corporate)

(n/a) President & NE, ,Uni*#e
NuE-eaFCNO

Operating Servk~e, LLC

II
I

Site Executive CCNPP Unit 3 UNO Site
(n/a) Vice President - CCNPP

Unit 3

Nuclear Support

Functional Manager
(QAPD)(10)

Executive,
Operations Support

(n/a)

Executive,
Construction

(n/a)

Executive,
Engineering and

Technical Services
(n/a)

Executive,
Engineering and

Technical Services
(n/a)

Dfeete, LUNO Director -
Quality and Performance

Improvement

UNO Vice P1fesiden•
President - Operations

Support

UNE Senior Vice
P~esident-

SewleesPresident -
Proiects

UNO Vice Pesodent
President - Technical

Support UniStar Nu•lear
Operatin~g Seryi~es, LLC=

UNE Senior Vice
Presidenc, Przew. emznt
President - Regulatory

Affairs and Engineering

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

Plant Management
(Site-Specific)

Plant Manager
(4.2.1)

UNO Plant General
Manager

UNO Operations
Manager

Operations Operations Manager
(4.2.2)

Operations, Plant

Operations,
Administration

Operation,
Administration

Operation,
Administration

Operations,
(on-shift)

Operations Middle UNO General Supervisor,
Manager (4.3.8) Shift Operations

Operations Middle UNO General Supervisor,
Manager (4.3.8) Operations Support

Senior Operator First
Line Supervisor

(4.4.2)

Senior Operator First
Line Supervisor

(4.4.2)

Operation Shift
Supervisor

(4.4.1)

Senior Operator First
Line Supervisor

(4.4.2)

UNO Supervisor,
Operations Support

UNO Supervisor,
Operations Programs

UNO Shift ManagerM11

UNO Control Room(1 )
Supervisor

-0

-0

0

0

0

0

0

-0

-0

0

-0

1

1

1

1

1I

1I

1I

S I

6 I
0

0

0

0

5

6
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Table 13.1-1 - {Generic Position/Site Specific Position Cross Reference)
(Page 2 of 5)

Estimated Numbers of Full Time Equivalents

Function Position Design
(ANS-3.1-1993 Nuclear Plant Position Review Construction Pre-op Operational

Nuclear Function section) (Site-Specific) Phase phase Phase Phase

Senior Operator First UNO Senior Reactor 0 0 6 6 I
Line Supervisor

(4.4.2)

Shift Technical
Advisor
(4.6.2)

Reactor Operator
(4.5.1)

Operator
(4.5.2)

Engineering Technical Manager
(4.2.4)

Engineering Engineering Support
Systems Middle Manager

(4.3.9)

Engineering Support
First Line Supervisor

(4.4.10)

Engineering Support
First Line Supervisor

(4.4.10)

System Engineer
(4.6.1)

Engineering, Engineering Support
Support Middle Manager

(4.3.9)

Engineering Support
First Line Supervisor

(4.4.10)

Engineering Support
First Line Supervisor

(4.4.10)

System Engineer
(4.6.1)

OperatorM1 )

UNO Shift Technical
Advisor(2)

UNO Reactor Operator

UNO Auxiliary Operator

UNO Manager of
Engineering

UNO General Supervisor,
System Engineering

UNO Supervisor, Nuclear
Systems

UNO Supervisor, BOP
Systems

UNO System Engineer

UNO General Supervisor,
Supervisor - Engineering

Support

S pU -, 1 s, UNO
Supervisor - Programs/
Reliability Engineering

Supewiser, UNO
Supervisor - Design

Engineering

UNO Programs, PRA,
Design Engineers

UNO Radiation

Cheristry-Protectionj
Chemistry Manager(3)

UNO RP/Chemistry Shift
Supervisor(A)

Superi•se, UNO
Supervisor - Chemistry

Support

0

0

0

-0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

17

10 17 17 1

0

6 I

17

I 1 I

I

0

14

1

5

1

0

0

14

I

12

11

5
1

5

1Chemistry Chemistry Middle
Manager

(4.3.2)

Chemistry First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.5)

Chemistry First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.5)

12

1

0

0

1

0
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Table 13.1-1- (Generic Position/Site Specific Position Cross Reference)
(Page 3 of 5)

Estimated Numbers of Full Time Equivalents

Function Position Design
(ANS-3.1-1993 Nuclear Plant Position Review Construction Pre-op Operational

Nuclear Function section) (Site-Specific) Phase phase Phase Phase

Chemistry Technician UNO Chemistry 0 2 12 12 I

Radiation
Protection (RP)

(4.5.3.1)

RP Middle Manager
(4.3.3)

RP First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.6)

RP First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.6)

RP First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.6)

RP Technician
(4.5.3.2)

Maintenance

Instrumentation
and Control

Mechanical

Maintenance
Manager

(4.2.3)

Instrumentation &
Control First Line

Supervisor
(4.4.7)

Instrumentation &
Control Technician

(4.5.3.3)

Mechanical
Maintenance Middle

Manager
(4.3.6)

Mechanical
Maintenance First

Line Supervisor
(4.4.9)

Mechanical
Maintenance
Technician

(4.5.7.2)

Electrical
Maintenance Middle

Manager
(4.3.5)

Electrical
Maintenance First

Line Supervisor
(4.4.8)

Technician

UNO Radiation
Protection and

Chemistry Manager(3)

UNO RP/Chemistry Shift
Supervisor(4)

Supe..i..r-, Radiation
P.e.eEt.o.-.UNO

Supervisor - RP Support

S..pe... IiUNO
Supervisor - Materials

Processing

PtetieoeIUNO RP
Technician(s5

UNO Maintenance
Manager

S.pe....iso°- UNO
Supervisor - Digital

Controls/IT

UNO Digital Control/IT
Technician

UNO General Supervisae,
Supervisor - Shift
Maintenance(6)

UNO Maintenance Shift
SupervisorM71

UNO Maintenance
Technician(8)

UNO General Supewiseor,
Supervisor - Shift
Maintenance(6)

UNO Maintenance Shift
Supervisor(7)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

0

1

19

1

5

I
1

0 -0

0 0

5 I

1 1

19

0 -0

15

5

45

15

5 I

45

5 I

0 8

Electrical 0 0

0 -O 5
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Table 13.1-1- (Generic Position/Site Specific Position Cross Reference)

(Page 4 of 5)

Estimated Numbers of Full Time Equivalents

Function Position Design
(ANS-3.1-1993 Nuclear Plant Position Review Construction Pre-op Operational

Nuclear Function section) (Site-Specific) Phase phase Phase Phase

Electrical
Maintenance
Technician

(4.5.7.1)

Manager
(QAPD)(10 )

UNO Maintenance
Technician(8)

0 8 45 45 1

Quality Assurance

Training

Manager
(QAPD)o10)

Quality Verification
and Inspection &

Performance
Assessment
(QAPD)(10)

Training Middle
Manager

(4.3.1)

Training First Line
Supervisor

(4.4.4)

Operator Instructor
(4.5.4)

Technical and
Maintenance

Instructor
(4.5.4)

Manager
(4.3)

First Line Supervisor

(4.4)

Security Officer
(n/a)

Manager
(4.2.4)

Preoperational Test
Engineer
(4.4.11)

Preoperational Test
Engineer
(4.4.11)

Preoperational Test
Engineer
(4.4.11)

UNO Site Difeef,
Director - Quality and

Performance
Improvement

UNO Quality and
Performance

Improvement Manager

UNO Quality Assurance
and Control Personnel

UNO Manager of
Training and
Performance
Improvement

UNO Training Supervisor

UNO Instructor

UNO Instructor

0

0

-0

0

12

0 0

II

16

7

7

16 1

16

7 I

7 I

0

0

0

0

0

Security

Preoperational
and Startup

Testing

UNO Security Manager

UNO Security Supervisor

UNO Security Officer

UNO Site Commissioning
Manager

UNO Site Commissioning
Integration Supervisor(9)

UNO Test Analysis and
Documentation

Supervisor(9)

UNO Mechanical
Commissioning

Supervisor(9 )

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

10
10

Withheld from Public Disclosure I
I

10 1

1

I

0

0

0
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Table 13.1-1 - (Generic Position/Site Specific Position Cross Reference)

(Page 5 of 5)

Estimated Numbers of Full Time Equivalents

Function Position Design
(ANS-3.1-1993 Nuclear Plant Position Review Construction Pre-op Operational

Nuclear Function section) (Site-Specific) Phase phase Phase Phase

Preoperational Test
Engineer
(4.4.11)

Preoperational Test
Engineer
(4.4.11)

Startup Testing
Engineer
(4.4.12)

Startup Testing
Engineer
(4.4.12)

Startup Testing
Engineer
(4.4.12)

Startup Testing
Engineer
(4.4.12)

Startup Testing
Engineer
(4.4.12)

UNO Electrical
Commissioning

Supervisor(9)

UNO I&C Commissioning
Supervisor(9)

UNO Site Commissioning
Integration Supervisor(9)

UNO Test Analysis and
Documentation

SupervisorM91

UNO Mechanical
Commissioning

Supervisor(9)

UNO Electrical
Commissioning

Supervisor(9)

UNO I&C Commissioning
Supervisor(9)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-0

0

o

o

o1

Notes
1. These positions may fulfill the Fuel Handling position (ANSI/ANS-3.1-1993, section 4.4.3).
2. A licensed senior reactor operator on shift who meets the qualifications for the combined SRO/STA position specified in
Option 1 of the Commission's Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift (Generic Letter 86-04) may fulfill the STA
position. If Option 1 is used for a shift, the STA position may be eliminated for that shift.
3. The UNO Radiation Protection and Chemistry Manager is a dual function.
4. The UNO Radiation Protection/Chemistry Shift Supervisors is a dual function with one Radiation Protection/Chemistry Shift
Supervisor per shift.
5. Includes the ALARA function.
6. The UNO General Supervisor, Shift Maintenance is a dual function.
7. The UNO Maintenance Shift Supervisors is a dual function with one Maintenance Shift Supervisor per shift.
8. The UNO Maintenance Technicians are trained and qualified for both electrical and mechanical maintenance.
9. The UNO Site Commissioning Integration Supervisor, the UNO Test Analysis and Documentation Supervisor, the UNO
Mechanical Commissioning Supervisor, the UNO Electrical Commissioning Supervisor, and the UNO I&C Commissioning
Supervisor are trained and qualified as both Preoperational Test Engineers and Startup Test Engineers.
10. The qualification requirements for these position are specified with the exceptions in Section 13.1.3.

II

I
I
I
I
I
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Table 13.1-2- (Minimum Shift Crew Composition} (s)(6)

Position Number (1)

Unit Shutdown Shift SuprewisefManager (SRO License)

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO License)(2)

Shift Technical Advisor

Reactor Operator (RO License)

Auxiliary Operator

Shift Manager (SRO License)

Senior Reactor Operator (SRO License)

Shift Technical Advisor (4)

Reactor Operator (RO License)

Auxiliary Operator

1

0

0

2

2

Unit Operating (3)

Notes:
(1) Temporary deviations from the numbers required by this table shall be in accordance with criteria established in the Technical
Specifications.
(2) During alteration of the core of a nuclear power unit (including fuel loading or transfer), a person holding an SRO license or an
SRO license limited to fuel handling for the unit shall be present to directly supervise the activity. During this time, this person
shall not be assigned any other duties.
(3) For the purpose of this table, a nuclear power unit is considered to be operating when it is in a mode other than cold
shutdown or refueling as defined by the Technical Specifications.
(4) A Senior Reactor Operator (SRO) on shift who meets the qualifications for the combined SRO/STA position specified in Option
1 of the Commission's Policy Statement on Engineering Expertise on Shift (GCnRe;i Letter 865 01 (NRC. 1986) may fulfill the STA
position. 4he-The STA position may be eliminated for that shift If Option 1 is used for a shift, the.n the sepafat Shift Tcchni.al
Adviser (STA) .. pitienf may be eliminated far that shi&.used.
(5) A site fire brigade of at least five members (may be less than the minimum requirements for a period of time not to exceed 2
hours in order to accommodate unexpected absence provided immediate action is taken to fill the required positions) shall be
maintained on site at all times. The site fire brigade shall not include the Shift Manager and other members of the minimum shift
crew necessary for safe shutdown of the unit and any personnel required for other essential functions during a fire emergency.
(6) Additional staffing requirements are discussed in the CCNPP Unit 3 Emergency Response Plan and Technical Specification
5.2.2.

II
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Table 13.1 3 w ConsIrtium General Division of R msp lnsibilitiesl

coNSORTIUM~ ENGINEERING LEAD., BETCHE-1-

U.S. EPR Standard Design - Design

MajBl Design AIeasI NeIer-slaund I" T•bwiReh IslanAd SOP BSOP specific

NS6S e2 m I[ M tnd•

Detailed Design AREVA AREVA AR-VA Alstem Bechtel Bechtel ech
Erngineering Seyie

Sehedule & Preje~t Bechtel Bechte MEcMOe Bechtel Bechtel - Bechtel

PvecEue--•en ARM ARfVA, with AREVA Alstem Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel
Bechtel

Construc•ien Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel

Pletes!
NSSS is Nude. Steam Suppl; System
BNI as B.I ..... f Nurdo1 island
T4G is turbine generatcr
"T is Ba'ane OfT-Urbone Ilanxd

BOP is Balan~e of Plant
I&C is In~tIFUmn~rtatimn and CGrntr3I-
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Table 13.1-4- (Consortium General Division of Responsibilities)

CONSORTIUM ENGINEERING LEAD: BETCHEL

CCNPP Unit
3 Specific

U.S. EPR Standard Design Design

Maior Design Areas Nuclear Island I&C Turbine Island BOP BOP specific

NSSS BNI TG BTI Standard

Detailed Design AREVA AREVA AREVA Alstom Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel
Engineering Services

Schedule & Proiect Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel
Controls

Procurement AREVA AREVA with AREVA Alstom Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel
Bechtel

Construction Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel Bechtel

Notes:
NSSS is Nuclear Steam Supply System
BNI is Balance of Nuclear Island
TG is turbine-generator
BTI is Balance of Turbine Island
BOP is Balance of Plant
I&C is Instrumentation and Controls

CCNPP Unit 3 13-48
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Figure 13.1-1 - (UniStar Ownership and Technica Support) I

EDF S.A.

E.D.F. International S.A.

EDF Inc.

UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC

UniStar Nuclear Holdings, LLC

UniStar Nuclear Services, LLC
UniStar Nuclear Operating

Services, LLC
(Operating Licensee)

UniStar Project Holdings, LLC

Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC
(Owner Licensee)
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-nr Figure 13.1-2- Organizational Structure for Items and Issues Related to Nuclear Safety, Security and Reliability, Pursuant to the Negation 'n
Action Plan ?p
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Security Subcommittee Q. Z

-0

0)O Iem a d ssu s eg rd ngUniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC I •Item s and Issues Regarding: ML

Nuclear Safety, Security, and 0)oReliability: |A. Any matter that, in view of U.S. laws or regulations,

requires or makes it reasonably necessary to assure U.S.

UniStar Nuclear Holdings, LLC control;
o EDF S.A. B. Any matter relating to nuclear safety, security or reliability,
N'J including, but not limited to, the following matters:
S 1) Implementation or compliance with any NRC generic

14letter, bulletin, order, confirmatory order or similar
I E.D.F. International SA. UniStar Project Holdings, requirement issued by the NRC;

0LZ 2) Prevention or mitigation of a nuclear event or incident orI LLC

the unauthorized release of radioactive material;
-O m3) Placement or restoration of the plant in a safe condition

following any nuclear event or incident;

EDF Opertin Ca4)r Clfs Poet Compliance wihthe Atomic Energy Ato94(siUniStar Nuclear Opeling Calve Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, effect from time to time), the Energy Reorganization Act of

0 Services, LLC LLC 1974 (as in effect from time to time), or any NRC rule;
i--" (Operating Licensee) (Owner Licensee) 5) The obtaining of, or compliance with, a specific license

.r - issued by the NRC and its technical specifications;

m• 6) Conformance with a specific Final Safety Analysis Report,
or other licensing basis document; and
7) Implementation of security plans and procedures, control
of security information, control of special nuclear material,

to administration of access to controlled security information,
and compliance with govemmant clearance requirements
regarding access to restricted data;
C. Any other issue reasonably determined by a majority of

the members of the Securty Subcommittee in office, in their
prudent exercise of discretion, to be an exigent nuclear 0

Fin safety, security or reliability issue; and Q

D. Appointment of any successor CEO of the Company and. 0)
if one is nominated, Chief Nuclear Officer of the Company, in M.
each case as nominated by the Board.
E. Nuclear Safety Concerns

F. Level 1 Condition Reports 0
a__

o

o >
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Figure 13.1-3- (Project Delivery Organization)
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Figure 13.1-4- {UNE Corporate Organization)
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Figure 13.1-5- iunm~ar Nuclear. Operaiing Servics:, LLC Site UNO Corporate Organization}
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Figure 13.1-6- M~anned UniStar Nuclear Operating Services. LLC Site Organization - Operational Phasel
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nO)Figure 13.1-7- (Hiring and Training Schedule for Plant Staff)
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13.5 PLANT PROCEDURES

This section of the U.S. EPR FSAR is incorporated by reference with the following supplements.

The U.S. EPR FSAR includes the following COL Item in Section 13.5:

A COL applicant that references the U.S. EPR design certification will provide
site-specific information for administrative, operating, emergency, maintenance
and other operating procedures.

This COL Item is addressed as follows:

This section of the FSAR describes the administrative and operating procedures that the
operating organization (plant staff) uses to ensure that routine operating, off-normal, and
emergency activities are conducted in a safe manner. Activities affecting quality shall be
prescribed by and conducted in accordance with approved procedures.

Proczdu•es are A detailed Writer's Guide will be developed Ee..i.tet. which ensures each
procedure is sufficiently detailed, consistently formatted and complies with-Human Factors
Engineering principles. The typical guidance-i4f-incorporated into the U.S. EPR FSAR S ,^tien
4--8-.Writer's Guide will include but not be limited to:

Rigorous application of HFE guidelines to procedures associated with plant operations
and testing:

* Generic Technical Guidelines (GTG) for emergency operating procedures.

* Plant and system operations (including startup, power, and shutdown operations).

* Abnormal and emergency operations.

* Alarm response.

* Equipment testing.

* Consistency in organization, style, and content.

* Consistency with terminology, abbreviations, and the use of component coding.

* Technically accurate, comprehensive, explicit, easy to use, and validated by task
analysis (i.e., the user can comply with the requirements of each step).

13.5.1 Administrative Procedures

Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2 (NRC, 1978) is used as guidance for the preparation of
administrative and unit procedures.

13.5.1.1 Administrative Procedures - General

This section is added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

[Procedures shall be reviewed, approved and controlled, according to the requirements of the
UniStar Nudzzr QAPD. The responsible department head is charged with the preparation of
procedures within the area of activity assigned to that individual under the overall
responsibility of the Vice President, CCNPP Unit 3.The xtual preparatien may be p....rm.d.b
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ether UniStar Nuzlear peFSenneI er outside Ecntracterz, but final Fespensibility resides with h
respeflzible departmcnt head,

The UNO Vice Nesid e*President - Operations Support ensures that fleet-U.S. EPR procedures
are prepared, reviewed, and approved in accordance with the UniStar ,uckar QAPD.

13.5.1.1.1 Procedures Review and Approval

During the Design and Construction phase, the UNE Director - Quality and Performance
Improvement DikeE-etshall review and concur with quality related procedures (and revisionsi
associated with design, construction and installation.

During the Operations phase, the UNO Site Director - Quality and Performance lfmlprffe..ment
rii'eEtet .. mprovement, the UNO Plant General ManagerTehn. UNO .. eManagerof
Engineering, and UNO Manager of Training Manage3r Lhave the responsibility to review and
approve the procedures (and revisions) that cover activities under their organizational
purview. These procedures shall be prepared 6 months before the start of the first licensed
operator training class.}

13.5.1.1.2 Equipment Control Procedures

Instructions shall be written to specify proper methods of obtaining clearances on plant
equipment for maintenance or construction and to specify procedures for control of jumper,
lifted lead, and bypass control. The clearance procedure shall assign responsibility for
clearance issue to the hit-UNO Supervi~er]Shift Manager}. A licensed operator, after
ensuring he or she is aware of the effect of the activity on the system, shall be required to
authorize all maintenance, tests, and surveillances performed on plant systems. Upon
completion of the item, the document shall be returned to the operator for acceptance or for
the purpose of returning the system to service. The administrative procedures which control
these evolutions shall provide the required explicit notification of operational personnel
whenever a safety-related system is removed from and returned to service.

The clearance procedure shall also contain certain restrictions on the issuance of a clearance.
The work control procedures for control of jumper, lifted lead, and bypass control shall allow
temporary alterations to critical structures, systems, or components to facilitate tests,
maintenance, or operations. They shall specify administrative procedures to be followed in
performing such alterations. These procedures shall be prepared 18 months before initial fuel
load.

13.5.1.1.3 Control of Maintenance and Modifications

Administrative procedures shall implement the review and approval requirements for
maintenance and modifications. These procedures shall include the control of plant
modifications and maintenance on safety-related equipment. These procedures shall establish
a framework of special process and maintenance procedures. These procedures shall be
prepared 18 months before initial fuel load.

13.5.1.1.4 Fire Protection Procedures

These procedures govern the implementation of the Fire Protection Program. The Fire
Protection Program is described in Section 9.5.1. Fire Protection Program procedures shall be
prepared 6 months before initial fuel receipt for those procedures that implement elements of
the Fire Protection Program supporting fuel onsite. Fire Protection Program procedures shall
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be prepared 6 months before initial fuel load for those procedures that implement elements
of the Fire Protection Program supporting fuel load and plant operation.

13.5.1.1.5 Crane Operation Procedures

Personnel involved with crane operations over the refueling cavity and fuel pool shall be
qualified and shall conduct crane operations in accordance with ANSI B30.2 1976, "Ove_• •ad
and Gantr; Cranes" (ANSI, 197-6). ASME B30.2 (ASME, 2005). These procedures shall be
prepared 6 months before initial fuel load.

13.5.1.1.6 Temporary Changes to Procedures

A temporary procedure change that does not change the intent of the procedure may be
made provided the change is approved by two members of the staff knowledgeable in the
areas affected by the procedures. The applicable procedure shall control the process,
documentation and approval of the temporary changes. The procedure that addresses the
requirements for temporary changes to procedures shall be prepared 6 months before the
start of the first licensed operator training class.

13.5.1.1.7 Temporary Procedures

Temporary procedures may be used to direct operations during testing, refueling,
maintenance and modifications; to provide guidance in unusual situations not within the
scope of normal procedures; and to ensure orderly and uniform operations for short periods
when the plant, a system, or a component of a system is performing in a manner not covered
by existing detailed procedures, or has been modified or affected in such manner that
portions of existing procedures do not apply. Temporary procedures shall define the period of
time during which they may be used. The procedure that addresses the requirements for
temporary procedures shall be prepared 6 months before the start of the first licensed
operator training class.

13.5.1.1.8 Special Orders of a Transient or Self-Canceling Character

Special orders can be issued, when appropriate, to provide guidance to operating shifts. When
used, special orders shall be temporary. The expiration period for the special order shall be
noted in the special order. When appropriate, special orders shall be incorporated into either
the administrative procedure regarding Conduct of Operations or another procedure,
dependent on the subject matter, if the need becomes permanent. The procedure that
addresses the requirements for special orders shall be prepared 6 months before the start of
the first licensed operator training class.

13.5.1.1.9 Conduct of Operations

The administrative procedures regarding the Conduct of Operations shall address the
requirements regarding:

* Standing orders to shift personnel including the authority and responsibility of the
{ShiftIUNO Supe fsef, -Shift Manager. UNO Senior Reactor Operators}, Reactor
Operators, and Shift Technical Advisor (these procedures shall be prepared 6 months
before the start of the first licensed operator training class).

* Assignment of shift personnel to duty stations and the definition of "surveillance area"
(these procedures shall be prepared 6 months before the start of the first licensed
operator training class).
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* Shift relief and turnover (these procedures shall be prepared 6 months before initial
fuel load).

* Fitness for duty (FFD) (.,nstru-ti.. . FFD thczc (these procedures shall be prepared 6
months befeor . nsic E.nstru.ti. n ef safety related .r se.uity r..at.dprior to the
applicable milestone provided in Table 13.4-1 syt.,ms, tructurcs, or c,,mponnts;
Operatien FFD thes preccdur-es shall be preparcd 6 menths befere initial fuel

* Control room access (these procedures shall be prepared 6 months before initial fuel
load).

* Limitations on work hours (these procedures shall be prepared 6 months before initial
fuel load).

* Feedback of design, construction, and applicable important industry and operating
experience (these procedures shall be prepared 6 months before initial fuel load).

+ fSWOLUNO Supel%4sef}Shift Manageri administrative duties (these procedures shall be
prepared 6 months before initial fuel load).

* Verification of correct performance of operating activities (these procedures shall be
prepared 6 months before the start of the first licensed operator training class).

13.5.2 Operating and Maintenance Procedures

13.5.2.1 Operating and Emergency Operating Procedures

The (Pla-t ManagerHUNO Plant General Manager - CCNPP Unit 31is responsible for the
maintenance of the operating and emergency operating procedures.

13.5.2.1.1 Emergency Operating Procedures Content

No departures or supplements.

13.5.2.1.2 Emergency Operating Procedures Development Process

No departures or supplements.

13.5.2.1.3 Procedures Generation Package

The procedure development program, as described in the procedures generation package for
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs), shall be submitted to the NRC at least three months
prior to the planned date to begin formal operator training on the EOPs.

13.5.2.1.4 EOP Development Acceptance Criteria

No departures or supplements.

13.5.2.1.5 Operating Procedure Program

This section is added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

Operating procedures are used by the operating organization (plant staff) to conduct routine
operating, abnormal and emergency activities in a safe manner. Operating procedures shall be
developed at least six months prior to fuel load to allow sufficient time for plant staff
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familiarization and to allow NRC staff adequate time to review the procedures and to develop

operator licensing examinations.

The Plant Operating Procedures Development plan establishes:

* A scope that includes those operating procedures which direct operator actions
during normal, abnormal, and emergency operations, and considers plant operations
during periods when plant systems/equipment are undergoing test, maintenance, or
inspection.

* The methods and criteria for development, verification and validation,
implementation, maintenance, and revision of procedures. The methods and criteria
are in accordance with NUREG-0737 TMI Items I.C.1 and I.C.9 (NRC, 1980 and NRC,
1983).

The classifications of operating procedures are:

* System Operating Procedures

* General Plant Procedures

* Off-Normal Operating Procedures

* Emergency Operating Procedures

* Alarm Response Procedures

* Operations Surveillance Procedures

13.5.2.1.5.1 System Operating Procedures

These procedures shall provide instructions for energizing, filling, venting, draining, starting
up, shutting down, changing modes of operation, returning to service following testing (if not
given in the applicable procedure), and other instructions appropriate for operation of
systems important to safety. These procedures shall provide step-by-step details for system
operations with appropriate prerequisites, precautions, and limitations.

13.5.2.1.5.2 General Plant Procedures

These procedures shall provide instructions for the integrated operation of the plant, e.g.,
startup, shutting down, shutdown, power operation and load changing, process monitoring,
and fuel handling. These procedures shall provide step-by-step details for the function or task
with appropriate prerequisites, precautions, and limitations. General Operating Procedures
shall refer operators to System Operating Procedures for detailed instructions regarding the
operation of the involved systems during unit evolutions.

13.5.2.1.5.3 Off-Normal Operating Procedures

These procedures shall specify operator actions for restoring an operating variable to its
normal controlled value when it departs from its normal range or to restore normal operating
conditions following a transient. An off-normal operation is a condition that could degrade
into an emergency or could violate Technical Specifications if proper action is not taken. These
procedures shall identify the symptoms of the off-normal condition, automatic actions that
may occur, and the appropriate immediate and subsequent operator actions.
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13.5.2.1.5.4 Emergency Operating Procedures

These procedures shall direct actions necessary for the operators to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of transients and accidents. The procedures shall include symptoms of the
emergency conditions, automatic actions that may or should occur, and immediate and
subsequent operator actions required to prevent or lessen the consequences of an
emergency, and subsequent operator actions necessary to bring the plant to a safe, stabilized
condition.

13.5.2.1.5.5 Alarm Response Procedures

These procedures shall guide operator actions for responding to plant alarms. A procedure is
provided for each main control board annunciator identifying the proper actions to be taken
by the operator in response to an alarm. Each of these procedures shall include the
annunciator identification, alarm trip and reset setpoints, and proper corrective action to be
taken. When corrective actions are very detailed or lengthy, the alarm response will refer to an
off-normal procedure.

13.5.2.1.5.6 Operations Surveillance Procedures

These procedures shall provide step-by-step details for system or component surveillance.
These procedures shall verify the operability of the system or component in accordance with
Technical Specifications.

13.5.2.2 Maintenance and Other Operating Procedures

These procedures shall control the specific activities of the various departments in support of
unit operation. The responsible department head is charged with the preparation of
procedures within the area of activity assigned to that individual under the overall
responsibility of {the UNO Site Vice Preside•t,-President - CCNPP Unit 31.

Sections 13.5.2.2.1 through 13.5.2.2.9 are added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

13.5.2.2.1 Plant Radiation Protection Procedures

These procedures shall establish the criteria, concepts and managerial policies for
implementation of the Radiation Protection Program described in Section 12.5. They shall
address access control, radiation work permits, contamination control, personnel monitoring,
training and qualification, radiological surveillance, respiratory protection, internal dose
assessment, and radioactive material control. In addition, they shall ensure that occupational
radiation exposure is maintained as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

13.5.2.2.2 Emergency Preparedness Procedures

The Emergency Plan provided in Part 5 of the COLA describes the procedures that are utilized
to implement its requirements.

13.5.2.2.3 Instrument Calibration and Test Procedures

These procedures shall address the performance of periodic calibration, functional testing,
and channel checking of safety-related plant instrumentation and all instruments used to
satisfy Technical Specification requirements. These procedures shall ensure measurement
accuracies are adequate to maintain plant safety parameters within operational and safety
limits. In addition, instrumentation and control procedures shall outline the periodic
calibration and accuracy requirements of test equipment necessary to support the calibration
of safety-related instrumentation.
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13.5.2.2.4 Chemistry Procedures

These procedures shall address the routine analysis and sampling methods to ensure
compliance with plant chemistry and discharge limits.

13.S.2.2.5 Radioactive Waste Management Procedures

These procedures shall address the administrative controls for the shipment of solid
radioactive waste and the release of liquid or gaseous radioactive waste. The procedures for
solid, liquid, and gaseous radioactive waste systems shall be included in the System Operating
Procedures.

13.5.2.2.6 Maintenance Procedures

Maintenance procedures shall describe maintenance planning and preparation activities.
Maintenance procedures shall be developed considering the potential impact on the safety of
the plant, license limits, availability of equipment required to be operable and possible safety
consequences of concurrent or sequential maintenance, testing, or operating activities.
Maintenance procedures shall contain sufficient detail to permit the maintenance work to be
performed correctly and safely. Procedures shall include provisions for conducting and
recording results of required tests and inspections, if not performed and documented under
separate test and inspection procedures. References shall be made to vendor manuals, plant
procedures, drawings, and other sources, as applicable.

Instructions shall be included, or referenced, for returning the equipment to its normal
operating status. Testing shall be commensurate with the maintenance that has been
performed. Testing may be included in the maintenance procedure or be covered in a
separate procedure. Where appropriate sections of related documents, such as vendor
manuals, equipment operating and maintenance instructions, or approved drawings with
acceptance criteria provide adequate instructions to perform the required work in a quality
manner. The applicable sections of the related documents shall be referenced in the
procedure, or may, in some cases, constitute adequate procedures in themselves. Such
documents shall receive the same level of review and approval as maintenance documents.

The preventive maintenance program, including preventive and predictive procedures, as
appropriate, shall prescribe the frequency and type of maintenance to be performed. An initial
program based on service conditions, experience with comparable equipment and vendor
recommendations shall be developed prior to fuel loading. The program shall be revised and
updated as experience is gained with the equipment. To facilitate this, equipment history files
shall be created and maintained. The files shall be organized to provide complete and easily

retrievable equipment history.

These procedures shall address safety-related work that requires a specific technique or
sequence not normally part of an individual's routine skill. They support the requirements and
programs of Section 13.5.1.1.3 regarding administrative control of maintenance.

13.5.2.2.7 Modifications Procedures

Plant modifications andchanges to setpoints shall be developed in accordance with approved
procedures. These procedures shall control necessary activities associated with the
modifications such that they are carried out in a planned, controlled, and orderly manner. For
each modification, design documents, such as drawings, equipment and material
specifications, and appropriate design analyses, shall be developed, or the as-built design
documents shall be utilized. Separate reviews shall be conducted by individuals
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knowledgeable in both technical and QA requirements to verify the adequacy of the design
effort.

Proposed modifications that involve a license amendment or a change to Technical
Specifications shall be processed as a proposed license amendment request.

Plant procedures impacted by modifications shall be changed to reflect revised plant
conditions prior to declaring the system operable and cognizant personnel who are
responsible for operating and maintaining the modified equipment are adequately trained.

13.5.2.2.8 Material Control Procedures

These procedures shall address the proper procurement, documentation, and control of
materials and components to ensure that only correct and accepted items (consumables,
items with limited shelf life, materials, parts, and components, including partially fabricated
assemblies) are used or installed. These procedures shall be sufficiently detailed to ensure that
materials and components are purchased and handled in a controlled manner in accordance
with the [Un,•r Nud•,efrQAPD.

13.5.2.2.9 Plant Security Procedures

ThefThe Physical Security Plan provided in Part 8 and the Cyber Security Plan provided in Part
11L of the COL application describesdescribe the procedures that are utilized to implement its
r -tii•.n•t5, their requirements.)

13.5.2.2.10 Special Nuclear Material (SNM) Material Control and Accounting System

A material control and accounting system consisting of special nuclear material (SNM)
accounting procedures is utilized to delineate the requirements, responsibilities, and methods
of SNM control from the time SNM is received until it is shipped from the plant. These
procedures provide detailed steps for SNM shipping and receiving, inventory, accounting, and
preparing records and reports. The SNM Material Control and Accounting (MC&A) Program
description is submitted to the NRC as a separate licensing basis document.

13.5.3 References

{This section is added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

ANSI19&ASME. 2005. Overhead and Gantry Cranes, ANS^VAME B30.2 1976,, Cranes - Top
Running Bridge, Single or Multiple Girder, Top Running Trolley Hoist, ASME B30.2, American
Society of Mechanical Engineers, -976.2005.

NRC, 1978. Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operation), Regulatory Guide 1.33,
Revision 2, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, February 1978.

NRC, 1980. Clarification of the TMI Action Plan Requirements, NUREG-0737, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, November 1980.

NRC, 1983. Clarification of TMI Action Plan Requirements, NUREG-0737, Supplement 1, U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, January 1983.1
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13.7 FITNESS FOR DUTY

This section of the U.S. EPR FSAR is incorporated by reference with the following supplements.

The U.S. EPR FSAR includes the following COL Item in Section 13.7:

A COL applicant that references the U.S. EPR design certification will submit a PSP
to the NRC to fulfill the fitness for duty requirements of 10 CFR Part 26.

This COL Item is addressed as follows:

MThe Fitness for Duty Program (FFD) is implemented and maintained in multiple and
progressive phases dependent on the activities, duties, or access afforded to certain
individuals at the construction site. In general, two different FFD programs will be
implemented: a construction FFD program and an operations FFD program. The construction
and operations phase programs are illustrated in Table 13.4-1.

The Fitness fer Duty (FFD) Pregram is implemented and maintained in two phases; the
construction phase-FFD program and the pe.rating phase program. The constructi.n ph-
pregram is consistent with NEI 06-06 (NEI, 2009), which is .urren.tly und.. NRC ,r...w. 2009).
NEI 06-06 prevides implementatien guidancc Eensistent with the revised 10 CFR Pant 26
, .gulati.ns that arc.... )ppptc lies to bc issued and b" ome, cffctiv"c in -arly 200. T8.h
persons constructing or directing the construction phase programi, as
identified in of safety- and security-related structures, systems, or Table 13.4 1, prior toen site
c.nstruction of safety , r sezur. ty . ,lat.d StUctu,.s, systems, or c-- mpennts. The
components performed onsite where the new reactor will be installed and operated.
Management and oversight personnel, as further described in NEI 06-06, and security
personnel prior to the receipt of special nuclear material in the form of fuel assemblies (with
certain exceptions) will be subject to the operations phaeeFFD program also is ... s..t.nt with
that meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 26,-Subparts A through H, N, and ',-,,,-,i--'.. .--
p-io-O. At the establishment of a protected area, all persons who are granted unescorted
access will meet the requirements of an operations FFD program. Prior to initial reEeipt
issuance of fuel, a combined license, the construction FFD program at a new reactor
construction site for those subject to Subpart K will be reviewed and revised as identified in
necessary should Table--1-3.4-.substantial revisions occur to NEI 06-06 following NRC
endorsement.

The following site-specific information is provided:

* The construction site area is defined in the Physical Security Plan and will be under the
control of UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC. The 10 CFR Part 26 requirements
will be implemented for the construction site area based on the descriptions provided
in Table 13.4-1.

* Construction Workers & First Line Supervisors are covered by the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3
FFD Program (elements Subpart K).

* UniStar Nuclear Energy (UNE) employees and UNE subcontractor construction
management and oversight personnel are covered by a Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 FFD
Program. Bechtel Power Corp. employees and Bechtel Power Corp. subcontractors,
construction management, and oversight personnel will be covered by the
Constellation Energy Corporate Security FFD Program (elements Subpart A - H, Nand
0).
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* UNE security personnel are covered by a Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 FFD Program. Bechtel
Power Corp. security personnel are covered by the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 FFD Program
(elements Subpart A - H, N and 0). This coverage is applicable from the start of
construction activities to the earlier of (1) the receipt of SNM in the form of fuel
assemblies, or (2) the establishment of a Protected Area, or (3) the 10 CFR 52.103(g)
finding.

UNE FFD Program personnel are covered by a Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 FFD Program.
Bechtel Power CorD. FFD Proaram personnel will be covered bv the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3
FFD Program (elements Subpart A - H, N and 0).

• UNE security personnel protecting fuel assemblies are covered by a Calvert Cliffs Unit 3
FFD Prociram (elements Subpart A - I, N and 0).

* Personnel required to physically report to the Technical Support Center (TSC) or
Emeroencv Operations Facilitv (EOFO when that reonuirement is in effect are covered hv
a Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 FFD Proaram.

The-operations phase FFD P•egra~npprogram is based en ,-CR Panr2. .A ̂ ..u.stf c .an
e×em,,ptien ,fefn-consistent with the EUFIeR--applicable subparts of 10 CFR Part 26 reguk-tiens
is9 discusscd in COL Application Part 7.26.1

A Eemhesv Seeu..rt..la pis, wejde 4m~'I~ GOL Aiapkajton P~r I
13.7.1 References

{This section is added as a supplement to the U.S. EPR FSAR.

NEI, 20G7-.2009. NEI 06-06, Fitness for Duty Program Guidance for New Nuclear Power Plant
Construction Sites, Revision 4-5 Nuclear Energy Institute, Septem.ber 207-.4August 2009.1
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